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April Gifts #1—2011

How Zen Ruins Poets

I never know exactly where these annual “April Gifts” selections will take us. I start packing my
bags in January by preparing an itinerary of 30 poems and mapping out a probable monthlong
course. But sometimes the road veers off toward an unexpected poem that alters the trip I had
planned. This is somewhat like writing a poem. You get an inspired idea, what you think the
poem must “say” and how it should “look”, then possibly after the first draft (you’ve given it all
the gas you can) the wheels fall off the poem and you’re sitting by the roadside realizing you
might have to accept a ride elsewhere.
Today’s poem was not among my original 30 for this year's selection. It turned up “by accident”
(if you believe in such things) on the Blue Flower Arts website (http://www.blueflowerarts.com)
while I was surfing the internet for seeds that would produce blue flowers! The author was new
to me, or so I thought, until I noticed her name on the spine of a book I’ve enjoyed for almost 20
years—The Practice of Poetry, Writing Exercises from Poets Who Teach. Today's poem, How
Zen Ruins Poets by Chase Twichell, is a perfect place to begin our journey for National Poetry
Month. This poem made me sit up and pay attention the way you might if you received the
“warning stick” between your shoulder blades while falling asleep on your zafu in the zendo.

How Zen Ruins Poets
Before I knew that mind
could never marry the words
it loved, in which it lost itself,
in which it dressed itself,
in which it sang its most secret
tender and bitter hymns,
I also loved the thrill of thinking.
Since birth I’ve swum in the clear,
decisive muscles of its currents,
the places where the water seemed
to reconsider its course before continuing,
then the sudden onrush of falls.
I lived inside language, its many musics,
its rough, lichen-crusted stones,
its hemlocks bowed in snow.
Words were my altar and my school.
Wherever they took me, I went,
and they came to me, winged and bearing
the beautiful twigs and litter
of life’s meaning, the songs of truth.
Then a question arose in me:
What language does the mind
speak before thinking, before
thinking gives birth to words?
I tried to write without embellishment,
to tell no lies while keeping death in mind.
To write what was still unthought-about.
Stripped to their thinnest selves,

words turn transparent, to windows
through which I sometimes glimpse
what’s just beyond them.
There, a tiny flash—did you see it?
There it is again!
—by Chase Twichell

POET NOTES
Chase Twichell was born in New Haven, Connecticut in 1950, and has lived for many years in
the Adirondacks with her husband, novelist Russell Banks. A practicing Buddhist, she is the
author of several books of poetry, and her work often reflects her spiritual practice. Ms. Twichell
continues to write and sits on the board of the North Country SPCA, a no-kill shelter, in rural
Essex County, N.Y, in the Adirondack Park.
Twichell’s driving desire to be a visual artist was thwarted in her youth when she was sent away
to a repressive boarding school, forbidden to paint. In a subversive act, she channeled her
creativity energies into writing poetry. “It started out as a kind of secret life. But my journal was
a place for me to discover that language had power, and that it had a secret life of its own."
Ms. Twichell views writing a poem as an act of questioning what it means to have human
consciousness and the language to truthfully and accurately convey it, so that the finished poem
throws a fresh and surprising light on what it means to be sentient. Her poems reflect her
spiritual practice within the ancient tradition of Basho and Dogen, as well as the contemporary
company of Gary Snyder and W.S. Merwin.
EDUCATION, TEACHING & WORK EXPERIENCE
Chase Twichell received her B.A. from Trinity College and her M.F.A. from the Iowa Writers’
Workshop. She has taught at Princeton University, Warren Wilson College, Goddard College,
University of Alabama and Hampshire College. Ms.Twichell left academia to start Ausable
Press, a not-for-profit publisher of poetry. From 1999 to 2009, she ran the publishing company
using money she inherited from her grandmother to help offset the "marginalization" of poetry
and help worthy poets get their work into print. For the first five years she did everything herself:
selecting the poems, designing and typesetting the books, handling correspondence and doing
bookkeeping. The press became quite successful and in 2009 the company was acquired by the
largest publisher of poetry in the country, Copper Canyon Press.
While at Iowa, Twichell also studied graphic design and letterpress printing, then worked for
nine years setting type, doing design and presswork, answering the phone and emptying the
wastebaskets. Rumor has it she was also a drummer for several rock bands.
PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS—Her seventh book of poetry, "Horses Where the Answers
Should Have Been" was published by Copper Canyon Press in 2010. Her work has received
fellowships including one from the National Endowment for the Arts, and several literature
awards, one from the Poetry Society of America for The Snow Watcher, a collection deliberately
pulling lyric and memory into the meditative state.

IN HER OWN WORDS— Chase Twichell
"The Rules" Chase Twichell uses in her poems:
Tell the truth. No decoration. Remember death.
Poetry is an expression of not only the way that I perceive the world, but the way I perceive
human consciousness in the world. Not being able to pursue it would be like suddenly being
unable to speak.
Zazen and poetry are both studies of the mind. I find the internal pressure exerted by emotion
and by a koan to be similar in surprising and unpredictable ways. Zen is a wonderful sieve
through which to pour a poem. It strains out whatever's inessential.
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April Gift #2—2011

Words Can Describe

Today’s poem first appeared in Legal Studies Forum, a journal publishing literary works by and
about lawyers. Tim Nolan was a poet long before he became a lawyer. He practices litigation for
a law firm in South Minneapolis where he lives with his wife and three children. Nolan says that
becoming a lawyer was really just a result of a lack of imagination, but born out of an earnest
need to make a living. He describes himself as a better poet than a lawyer, but adds that he is
a mighty good lawyer.
Words Can Describe
Did you ever think the astronauts should have done
a better job describing the Moon for the rest of us?
We spent billions of dollars to send them there,
to walk around on that glassy sand in those
synthetic mukluk boots, driving their goofy, lunar
dune buggies, slapping a golf ball 5386 yards
to an endless sand trap. We heard that static through
corridors of space until they had the chance to describe
exactly, ROGER, what they saw, AFFIRMATIVE,
and instead we heard: "Words can’t describe,"
CHECK, "the stark beauty," A-OKAY,
"of the landscape . . . I mean the moonscape."
They were young. Inarticulate. Absolutely
without words to describe what they saw. But then,
when they watched the Earth Rise from the Moon’s
fluorescent horizon, I remember, their words were pure
excitement and Oh, my God and It’s so beautiful.
We knew what they meant from our Earth-bound
imaginations. We knew that the rising Earth was
the jewel of our breathing, the swirling of our weather,
a wondrous cat’s eye marble rolling across black velvet,
reminding us of our daughters’ faces, the freckled
continents, those oceans of blue eyes, the determined set
of our son’s jaw in the angle of a peninsula. And that stillness
around the globe like a lake viewed through the pine woods.
They were speechless because they were reminded of everything
they missed. From their tin-foil shed, on the Sea of Tranquility,
first witnessing, ROGER, the beloved’s face out there.

—by Timothy J. Nolan

POET NOTES
Timothy J. Nolan is a busy man. In addition to his work as a lawyer, he is an avid supporter of
the arts, a husband of 30+ years and a father of three. He has written hundreds of poems and
when asked how and where he finds time to do so, he would say that for a poet, poetry is not
an idle hobby but a natural facet of daily life. After all, we all find time to blink, don’t we?
And breathe?
EDUCATION
• College: University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, B.A.
• Graduate School: Columbia University, New York City, M.F.A.
• Law School: William Mitchell College of Law, J.D., cum laude
Nolan worked as an archivist at the Whitney Museum in NYC, and read the poetry slush pile for
The Paris Review before becoming a lawyer.
PUBLICATIONS
Tim Nolan’s poems have appeared in nationally renowned journals like Ploughshares,
Gettysburg Review and The Nation. His only book of poems, The Sound of It, is available
from New Rivers Press (October 2008). Garrison Keillor has read Mr. Nolan’s poetry on his
national radio program The Writer’s Almanac.
IN HIS OWN WORDS— Timothy J. Nolan
In the 19th century poetry was published in the newspapers on a daily basis. Many of the poems
were often not very good as we look at them now, but many were written by lawyers. Lawyers
write, and lawyers are intensely involved with language. It’s not so uncommon for lawyers to be
writers, and not just poets.
If you’re trying a case in front of a jury, you have to be poet, playwright, Montessori
schoolteacher, explainer and simplifier, and you have to choose your words. All those things are
talents that you need to write a good poem, too. Good legal writing and good poetry ought to
share lots of characteristics. They both ought to be simple, direct, convincing, interesting
language, interesting sounds. You should be able to read a legal brief out loud and not bore
somebody with it. If you can’t, then it’s not good legal writing. It’s the same with poetry. You
should be able to read a poem out loud.
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Adjectives of Order

Adjectives of Order
That summer, she had a student who was obsessed
with the order of adjectives. A soldier in the South
Vietnamese army, he had been taken prisoner when
Saigon fell. He wanted to know why the order
could not be altered. The sweltering city streets shook
with rockets and helicopters. The city sweltering
streets. On the dusty brown field of the chalkboard,
she wrote: The mother took warm homemade bread
from the oven. City is essential to streets as homemade
is essential to bread. He copied this down, but
he wanted to know if his brothers were lost before
older, if he worked security at a twenty-story modern
downtown bank or downtown twenty-story modern.
When he first arrived, he did not know enough English
to order a sandwich. He asked her to explain each part
of Lovely big rectangular old red English Catholic
leather Bible. Evaluation before size. Age before color.
Nationality before religion. Time before length. Adding
and, one could determine if two adjectives were equal.
After Saigon fell, he had survived nine long years
of torture. Nine and long. He knew no other way to say this.
—by Alexandra Teague
POET NOTES
Alexandra Teague was born in Fort Worth, Texas, and has since lived in Arkansas, Missouri,
Montana, Florida, Hawaii, and California.
EDUCATION
Teague earned an MFA from The University of Florida in 1998, and was a 2006-2008 Stegner
Fellow at Stanford. She teaches English at City College of San Francisco and lives in Oakland.
PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS
Teague was recently awarded a 2011 National Endowment for the Arts Poetry Fellowship and is
spending the Spring working on her second manuscript. She has published poems in many
periodicals, among them the Iowa Review, Missouri Review, Paris Review, and Slate, as well as
in Best American Poetry 2009, Best New Poets 2008, and the Yale Anthology of Younger
American Poetry. Her first book of poetry, Mortal Geography, won the Lexi Rudnitsky Prize and
was published by Persea Books in April 2010. Her poetry has appeared in Best New Poets 2008,

and Best American Poetry 2009, as well as journals including The Missouri Review, The Iowa
Review, and New England Review.
TEAGUE & TATTOOS
While researching today’s poet, my travels took me to a blog titled TATTOOSDAY, a tattoo
blog dedicated to meeting and appreciating body art in the NYC area. Part of that effort is the
“The Tattooed Poets Project” where I found photos of Alexandra Teague who sports two tattoos,
one of them poetry-related. Check out her visual art at:
tattoosday.blogspot.com/2010/04/tattooed-poets-project-alexandra-teague.html
During April, TATTOOSDAY features a daily tattooed poet and his or her poem. If you are a
tattooed poet, blog writer Bill Cohen wants to hear from you.
IN HER OWN WORDS— Alexandra Teague
My standard self-trivia is that I’ve visited all 50 states; I’ve also lived in 8 of them. I’ve always
had a strong sense of impermanence and wariness about getting too comfortable in one version
of reality. I definitely love traveling: Oaxaca, Guatemala, the Kalalau Trail in Kauai, Japan.
I’ve hiked all 220 miles of the John Muir Trail through the High Sierras. Hiking and camping
there was one of the most powerful, transformative things I’ve ever done.
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Old Men Playing Basketball

In celebration of the NCAA men’s and women's basketball tournament, I bring you today’s
poem to ponder, along with a piece of trivia about this year’s unpredictable upsets. Out of 5.9
million brackets submitted to ESPN.com’s “bracket challenge” before the men's tournament
began, only two (!) correctly picked a Final Four of Butler University, University of Connecticut,
University of Kentucky, and Virginia Commonwealth University. I’m rooting for Butler because
coach Brad Stevens (humor me here) is a kind of masterful poet. He doesn’t panic, doesn’t fret,
yell or scream. He makes impeccable choices on the court, revising the game according to what
it demands moment to moment. Coach Stevens has a keen understanding of human nature, just
like today’s poet B.H. Fairchild.
Old Men Playing Basketball
The heavy bodies lunge, the broken language
of fake and drive, glamorous jump shot
slowed to a stutter. Their gestures, in love
again with the pure geometry of curves,
rise toward the ball, falter, and fall away.
On the boards their hands and fingertips
tremble in tense little prayers of reach
and balance. Then, the grind of bone
and socket, the caught breath, the sigh,
the grunt of the body laboring to give
birth to itself. In their toiling and grand
sweeps, I wonder, do they still make love
to their wives, kissing the undersides
of their wrists, dancing the old soft-shoe
of desire? And on the long walk home
from the VFW, do they still sing
to the drunken moon? Stands full, clock
moving, the one in army fatigues
and houseshoes says to himself, pick and roll,
and the phrase sounds musical as ever,
radio crooning songs of love after the game,
the girl leaning back in the Chevy's front seat
as her raven hair flames in the shuddering
light of the outdoor movie, and now he drives,
gliding toward the net. A glass wand
of autumn light breaks over the backboard.
Boys rise up in old men, wings begin to sprout
at their backs. The ball turns in the darkening air.
—by B. H. Fairchild

POET NOTES
“B.H.” stands for “Bertram Harry”, a family name shared by his father and grandfather, though
Fairchild most often answers to “Pete”. Having lobbied for a simpler name, the elder Bertram
returned from WWII to find his wife had caved under her mother-in-law's pressure to uphold
family tradition. Fairchild's father insisted they ignore the birth certificate and use “Pete” instead.
B.H. Fairchild was born in Houston, Texas in 1942 and was raised in various hardscrabble
towns in Texas, Oklahoma, and southwest Kansas in the Fifties and Sixties. Fairchild says: The
movie “The Last Picture Show” (1971 Peter Bogdanovich) is probably the best visual and
dramatic representation ever of the kind of small towns in which I grew up. I saw, or tried to see,
that movie when it was first released, and after the first two minutes I had to get up and leave. I
later saw the whole film, but that first look - tumbleweeds blowing across the main street, dirt in
the air, the absence of trees - was hard to take.
EDUCATION & WORK—Fairchild attended the University of Tulsa and University of
Kansas, working part-time as technical writer for a nitroglycerin plant and English tutor to the
Kansas basketball team. Through high school and college he worked for his father, a lathe
machinist. Fairchild taught English and Creative Writing at California State University, San
Bernadino, and Claremont Graduate University.
PUBLICATIONS—A prolific writer, Fairchild's third book, The Art of the Lathe (“workhorse
narratives suffused with tenderness and elegiac music”) won multiple awards and was
subsequently a Finalist for the National Book Award. His poems have appeared in Southern
Review, Poetry, Hudson Review, Yale Review, Paris Review, The New Yorker, Sewanee Review,
and many other journals and in several anthologies. Fairchild has been the recipient of numerous
fellowships and grants.
IN HIS OWN WORDS— B.H. Fairchild
A large part of my intent in “The Art of the Lathe” was to blur the line between craft and art.
The men in those shops, including my father, were highly skilled laborers who performed tasks
whose intellectual complexity was at least equal to if not more demanding than those performed
by academic intellectuals. Take a good look at Machinery's Handbook if you don't believe me. As
a child my first sense of beauty may have been lamplight reflecting from the blue spiral of iron as
it peeled off of a threaded end of drill pipe.
There were fathers in undershirts at twilight, home from work, watering their lawns, hose in one
hand, beer in the other, mothers talking on front porches, kids screaming and running through
the yards, playing stickball in the street, all of this until dark. This was before the great narcotic,
television, came along to pull everyone inside and turn neighborhoods into cemeteries. There
was the occasional weekend fishing trip to the beach in Galveston. But then came the move to
Kansas, exile from paradise, and that constant, unvarying cycle of work/eat/sleep that made less
and less sense to me until it made no sense at all. As that cycle began to dominate everything, to

appear inevitable and unending, and as the isolation of the town became claustrophobic (the
nearest large town was Amarillo, Texas, 180 miles away, which was also the nearest bookstore),
I think I would have died if it hadn't been for the excellent local library and jazz. I played tenor
saxophone pretty well, though I had a completely oversized sense of my own talent.
I was working in almost complete isolation, had never taken a poetry writing class or workshop,
and therefore did not hear the phrase “find your voice” used much. Furthermore, I don't think I
quite believed in it. I was trying to find my mind more than my voice.
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Healing The Mare
Just days after the vet came,
after the steroids that took
the fire out of the festering
sores-out of the flesh that in
the heat took the stings too
seriously and swelled into great
welts, wore thin and wept, calling
more loudly out to the greenheaded flies-I bath you
and see your coat returning,
your deep force surfacing in a
new layer of hide: black wax
alive against weather and flies.
But this morning, misshapen
still, you look like an effigy,
something rudely made, something
made to be buffeted, or like
an old comforter-are they both
one in the end? So both a child
and a mother, with my sponge and
my bucket, I come to anoint, to
anneal the still weeping, to croon
to you baby poor baby for the sake
of the song, to polish you up,
for the sake of the touch, to a shine.
As I soothe you I surprise wounds
of my own this long time unmothered.
As you stand, scathed and scabbed,
with your head up, I swab. As you
press, I lean into my own loving
touch, for which no wound
is too ugly.
—by Linda McCarriston

Healing The Mare

POET NOTES
Poet Linda McCarriston is on the faculty of the low-residency MFA program at the University
of Alaska, Anchorage. She lives in Rockport, Massachusetts, with the half-Arab (half-Morgan)
mare, now 27 years old, that she has kept since the mare was 18 months old. Yes, even to and
from Alaska. McCarriston writes about women, children, animals, and the healing that deals with
the domestic violence that marred her childhood in working class Lynn, Massachusetts and her
subsequent feelings as a wife and mother. According to National Book Award winner Lisel
Mueller: "Linda McCarriston accomplishes a near miracle, transforming memories of trauma
into poems that are luminous and often sacramental, arriving at a hard-won peace.”
EDUCATION, TEACHING & WORK EXPERIENCE
McCarriston completed her MFA in Creative Writing from Goddard College in Vermont, and a
BFA at Emmanuel College in Boston. She has taught at Vermont College, Goddard College and
George Washington University. In addition to poetry readings "on the circuit," she's read and
spoken in prisons, public schools, family shelters, women's centers, and such gatherings as the
Alaska Governor's Summit on the Neglect and Abuse of Children. One of fourteen poets from
the Americas, she was honored for her expression of solidarity and compassion for Native
American women in the poem "Indian Girls," which caused great controversy in Alaska.
McCarriston has been invited to contribute to panels and speaking series on subjects including
women's history, American education, censorship and self-censorship.
PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS
While McCarriston was writing for the Maine Sunday Telegram in 1979, Ploughshares printed
her 5 poems named, "Moon in Aquarius", "Eve", "Desire", "The Cleaving" and "Intent" as her
first poetry publication. Her poems have since appeared in many other journals and in a broad
range of anthologies. She has received numerous prizes and awards for her work including two
literature fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts. Of her three collections,
Talking Soft Dutch, Eva-Mary and Little River, the award-winning Eva-Mary (Tri-Quarterly
Books/ Northwestern University Press) has received the most attention.
IN HER OWN WORDS— Linda McCarriston
The following is an excerpt from the Bill Moyers' book and film, The Language of Life: A
Festival of Poets. MOYERS: You tell students that poetry is about "Saying what we don't want
known; it's saying the unsayable." And you write often about the brutalities of domestic violence
in your own childhood. How do you decide to write about such painful experiences?
MCCARRISTON: Those who argue that poetry says the unsayable generally mean the unsayably
beautiful or the unsayably profound, but the unsayable can also mean what people simply don't
want said, ever. That's why poetry is extremely radical—poetry allows the individual experience
to strike like lightning through the collective institutional consciousness and to plumb the depths

of actual communal experience so that what people don't want said in fact gets said, and in a
way that is unignorable.
The simplest definition of poetry that I have is heightened speech. I think that poetry is truly
inspired, truly vatic or bardic. It is extraordinary speech that at times comes through a poet with
extraordinary power. It allows one to speak with a voice of power that is not, in fact, granted to
one by the culture. In other words, as a woman in this culture I did not have the stature from
which to speak those poems. I was simply a common woman — I was not authorized to speak in
my institutional way, I was not a judge, I was not a priest; I was not a psychiatrist, I was simply
a housewife—and yet the stature and authority of poetry itself visited me, permitted me,
enlivened me, enlarged me, and those poems were written by me. If I had been a novelist, I think
I might have been able to do something similar, but the fact that poetry does not respect
institutional power and that it comes to all sorts of people means that I was permitted to assume
a voice of stature to utter these poems.
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Practicing to Walk Like a Heron

One of the unexpected joys of offering these poems every April is that in my attempt to get
permission from poets to post their poems, I inevitably make friends with writers who would
otherwise be strangers to me. In just this short season thus far I have already heard from three of
last year’s featured poets. Their passion for poetry is an inspiration, their poems enliven me, and
their encouragement for this April Gifts project is icing on the cake. I have news from one of last
season’s poet, Celia Gilbert, who will be featured in the upcoming Spring/Summer issue (April
30) of The Tower Journal, an online literary journal committed to publishing the works of
emerging writers alongside the work of professional writers. Mary Ann Sullivan who operates
the site will be presenting Celia’s poetry, art and a short story. Gilbert’s book of poems,
Something To Exchange, was reviewed in the Spring 2010 issue.
Finding today’s poet, Jack Ridl, was truly serendipitous. My husband heard an interview
with Jack on the radio (likely NPR) and thought I would appreciate his work. I missed the
interview but followed up by scouting around on the internet and found that Jack’s poems
spoke to me. They are rooted in believable embodied experience and therefore utterly
trustworthy. When a poem alters or improves my breathing, all of me pays attention. I
located Jack in glorious Michigan where, after 37 years of teaching college English, he
writes poems and facilitates writing retreats. He was as happy as I was to have today’s
poem featured by Little Pocket Poetry. Jack wrote: “You write these pieces and fling
them out there and hope and hope they land in the heart and soul for which they were
written.” I can relate. Sending a poem out into the world is sort of like putting a love note
in a bottle and tossing it in the sea. What are the odds anyone anywhere will ever find it,
let alone cherish it.

Practicing to Walk Like a Heron
My wife is at the computer. The cat
is sleeping across the soft gold cushion
of my chair. Last night there was a frost.
I am practicing to walk like a heron.
It's the walk of solemn monks
progressing to prayer on stilts,
the deliberate cadence of a waltz
in water. I lift my right leg within
the stillness, within the languid
quiet of a creek, slowly, slowly,
slowly set my foot on the dog-haired
carpet, pause, hold a half note, lift
the left, head steady as a bell before
the ringer tugs the rope. On I walk,

the heron's mute way, across the
room, past my wife who glances
up, holds her slender hands
above the keys until I pass.
—by Jack Ridl
POET NOTES
Jack Ridl grew up in both the world of basketball where his father was a well-known head
coach at Westminster College and the University of Pittsburgh, and the world of the circus,
inherited from his mother’s family. Of his poems, Naomi Shihab Nye has written, “Jack Ridl
writes with complete generosity and full-hearted wisdom and care. His deeply intelligent, funny,
and gracious poems befriend a reader so completely and warmly, we might all have the
revelation that our lives are rich poems too. What a gift!” Ridl lives with his wife, Julie, two
dogs and two cats, along a creek that winds into Lake Michigan. His daughter is the artist,
Meridith Ridl.
EDUCATION, TEACHING & WORK
B.A., Westminster College (1967); M.Ed., Westminster College (1970).
Professor Emeritus (1971-2006) Hope College, Holland, Michigan.
Ridl is retired from teaching at Hope College for more than 37 years and who with his wife,
Julie, founded the college’s Visiting Writers Series (www.hope.edu/vws/)
PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS
Jack Ridl’s collection, Losing Season (September, 2009, CavanKerry Press), chronicles a year of
hope and defeat on and off the basketball court in a small town. Ridl has been named one of the
100 most influential sports educators in America by the Institute for International Sport and he is
the son of beloved Pitt Basketball Coach Buzz Ridl. Broken Symmetry was published in 2006 by
Wayne State University Press and was selected by the Society of Midland Authors as the best
book of poetry for 2006. Ridl is also the author of three chapbooks, including Outside the Center
Ring from Pudding House Publications, a collection of circus poems published in 2006, and
Against Elegies, which was selected by Sharon Dolin and former Poet Laureate Billy Collins for
the 2001 Chapbook Award from The Center for Book Arts in New York.
SPECIAL NOTES
A new collection of poems by Jack Ridl will be published in 2013.
The title takes its name from today’s poem: Practicing to Walk Like a Heron!
Visit Jack’s website to find out about his Michigan workshops and to read his wonderful essay
Degrading The Grade which Jack hopes will stir up trouble. He certainly shares some of poet
William Stafford’s views on this subject. By boycotting the grading system, I put away being a
tough grader and became a “tough responder.” Jack says: The reward became, dare I say,
spiritual and communal rather than a “seal of approval. They (the students) discovered the real
reasons for creating. What became important was not confined to the “product.” Importance
and value expanded into the process, not because it led to a product, but because the process
itself brought valuable experiences, insights, revelations.
— ridl.wordpress.com/2008/02/19/degrading-the-grade/

I was amused to learn that Ridl came to poetry through a side door. He really wanted to be a
song writer and knock Paul Simon off the charts. He wrote songs for Fifi Lee, whose brother is
the poet Li-Young Lee (one of my favorite poets). Li-Young Lee was around 8 years old at the
time. Learn the rest of the story in this interview with Jack at:
www.writersonprocess.com/2010/06/interview-with-a-writer-poet-jack-ridl.html
IN HIS OWN WORDS—Jack Ridl
Q: What do you see as your job as a teacher? What do you try to do in the classroom?
A: The thing about me is I'm not too big on education so I've always felt like, 'well I'm working
with students on poetry here. I could also be working with students on poetry in my garage, in
the church basement, or out in the field.' The education part is irrelevant. I'm not here to
educate anyone. I'm here to give people poems, that's what I want them to have for the rest of
their lives. I'm not about educating anybody. I didn't even like school. So, maybe that's ultra
subversive, to be in an educational institution and not be terribly affirming of education.
I always thought if you [students] got into something, your own inner selves would master it. The
mastery comes from within. I can't make you, well I could, but then you'd just be an ox pulling a
cart and I'd be there cracking the whip. I want the ox to want to pull the cart. And if not, then
just munch some grass. It doesn't bother me any! I really don't want to be the person who
makes you 'master' something. I like students to discover what they want to master and that
they can. If they discover it, then I can help them do that. Then I can say, here's how to use a line
break. But to make you, I'm not interested. You have your spirit and I don't want to violate it,
but I'm here to help you be with it, find it, go with it, develop it - that's my job.
I know why you tap the bat four times before stepping into the batter's box. Most call this a
superstition. I don't think it is. I think it's something that shifts the psyche into the place it's
meant to be. So yeah, a certain pen, blank book, comfortable chair, ragged shirt and
comfortable socks, all that stuff creates something like integration. Whew, heavy. And I've a
chair that looks out a window down the creek behind our house. At the same time, I developed a
way to write that enables me to start writing anytime. Kind of like Frank O'Hara saying
something like he better know he can write on a Manhattan bus at rush hour.
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Sanctuary

Looking into a Jean Valentine poem is like looking into a lake: you can see your own outline,
and the shapes of the upper world, reflected among rocks, underwater life, glint of lost bottles,
drifted leaves. The known and familiar become one with the mysterious and half-wild, at the
place where consciousness and the subliminal meet. This is a poetry of the highest order,
because it lets us into spaces and meanings we couldn't approach in any other way.
—Adrienne Rich
Sanctuary
People pray to each other. The way I say "you" to someone else,
respectfully, intimately, desperately. The way someone says
"you" to me, hopefully, expectantly, intensely ...
—Huub Oosterhuis (Dutch theologian and poet)
You

who I don’t know

I don’t know how to talk to you

—What is it like for you there?
Here ... well, wanting solitude; and talk; friendship—
The uses of solitude. To imagine; to hear.
Learning braille. To imagine other solitudes.
But they will not be mine;
to wait, in the quiet; not to scatter the voices—
What are you afraid of?
What will happen. All this leaving. And meetings, yes. But death.
What happens when you die?
“... not scatter the voices,”
Drown out. Not make a house, out of my own words. To be quiet in
another throat; other eyes; listen for what it is like there. What
word. What silence. Allowing. Uncertain: to drift, in the
restlessness ... Repose. To run like water—
What is it like there, right now?
Listen: the crowding of the street; the room. Everyone hunches in
against the crowding; holding their breath: against dread.
What do you dread?
What happens when you die?
What do you dread, in this room, now?
Not listening. Now. Not watching. Safe inside my own skin.
To die, not having listened. Not having asked ... To have scattered

life.
Yes I know: the thread you have to keep finding, over again, to
follow it back to life; I know. Impossible, sometimes.
—by Jean Valentine
POET NOTES—Jean Valentine was born in 1934 in Chicago, Illinois. A longtime resident of
New York City, she was named the State Poet of New York in 2008. Her lyric poems delve into
dream lives with glimpses of the persona, the political, and the spiritual.
EDUCATION & TEACHING EXPERIENCE—Valentine received a BA from Radcliffe
College in 1956. A respected teacher, she has taught at Sarah Lawrence College, the Graduate
Writing Program of New York University, Columbia University, and the 92nd Street Y in
Manhattan.
PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS—Jean Valentine’s first of 11 books, Dream Barker and Other
Poems, won the Yale Series of Younger Poets Award in 1965. Subsequent collections of poems
include The River at Wolf (1992), Little Boat (2007), and Door in the Mountain: New and
Collected Poems, 1965–2003, which won the National Book Award in 2004. Her most recent
book, Break the Glass, was published by Copper Canyon Press in September 2010. Valentine
has been awarded grants and fellowships from the Rockefeller Foundation, the National
Endowment for the Arts, the New York State Council on the Arts, the Guggenheim Foundation,
and the Bunting Institute. In 2000, she received the Shelley Memorial Prize from the Poetry
Society of America. She is the recipient of the 2009 Wallace Stevens Award from the Academy
of American Poets.
IN HER OWN WORDS— Jean Valentine
In response to a question about writing and revising, Valentine has said: It seems to me to be a
process of looking for something in there, rather than having something and revising it. I don't
consider that I really have anything yet--except inchoate mess. As I work on it, I'm always
trying to hear the sound of the words, and trying to take out everything that doesn't feel alive.
That's my goal: to take out everything that doesn't feel alive. And also to get to a place that has
some depth to it. Certainly I'm always working with things that I don't understand--with the
unconscious, the invisible. And trying to find a way to translate it.
Valentine understands that in order to write about the unseen world you have to start with
something physical, palpable. There is no other language for us. Even Rumi uses a cup or a table
or a light, just because it's our world we can speak to each other about or through.
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To An Athlete Dying Young

A teenager was killed early Sunday morning after crashing into a utility pole. The police officers
said they spotted the teen driving about 65 mph in a 35 mph zone on Winton Road shortly after
1:30 a.m. An officer attempted to catch up to the vehicle and stop the driver, but police said the
car sped off and crashed into the pole. The seventeen year-old driver was pronounced dead at
the scene. —The Cincinnati Enquirer (April 4, 2011)
Today’s poem is an orphan that came knocking at my door. It was not on the original docket for
this year’s April Gifts. In the short distance between my home and office there is now a new
hand-made white cross planted in the green mud of spring on a gentle slope of a neighbor’s yard.
Usually you see such crosses on highways and interstates where something went awry and death
claimed the life of a young person. Painted in black letters, first names call out to us— “Kyle”,
“Becky and Pam”, “Johnny R ”. They are the kind of impromptu sign you make in your
basement or garage when you take a hammer to your grief.
I didn’t know “Michael” who died in the accident on Winton Road, but his 21 year-old cousin, a
patient in the office where I work, is deeply mourning his loss. Does it matter that Michael was
not an athlete, nor a promising student, or that he had stolen the car he crashed? The poem I offer
today (familiar to you I hope) is a white cross of mourning for any family who wants their dead
child back again.
To an Athlete Dying Young
The time you won your town the race
We chaired you through the market-place;
Man and boy stood cheering by,
And home we brought you shoulder-high.
To-day, the road all runners come,
Shoulder-high we bring you home,
And set you at your threshold down,
Townsman of a stiller town.
Smart lad, to slip betimes away
From fields were glory does not stay
And early though the laurel grows
It withers quicker than the rose.
Eyes the shady night has shut
Cannot see the record cut,
And silence sounds no worse than cheers
After earth has stopped the ears:
Now you will not swell the rout
Of lads that wore their honours out,
Runners whom renown outran
And the name died before the man.

So set, before its echoes fade,
The fleet foot on the sill of shade,
And hold to the low lintel up
The still-defended challenge-cup.
And round that early-laurelled head
Will flock to gaze the strengthless dead,
And find unwithered on its curls
The garland briefer than a girl's.
—by A. E. Housman

POET NOTES
Described as "the poet of unhappiness", Alfred Edward Houseman was born on March 26,
1859 in Worcestershire, England. Housman was one of seven children who much preferred his
mother to his father. Her death on his 12th birthday was a devastating blow, which is surely one
source of the pessimism inherent in his poetry. Housman was an English scholar and celebrated
poet whose lyrics express a Romantic pessimism in a spare, simple style. Some say it is
unfortunate that he was neither flashy nor daring, producing old-fashioned verse that used simple
forms and humble language to evoke time, place and mood. But he did so with consummate
skill.
EDUCATION, TEACHING & WORK EXPERIENCE
While a student at Oxford, Housman was further oppressed by his dawning realization of
homosexual desires. These came to focus in an intense love for one of his fellow students, Moses
Jackson, an athletic young man who became Housman’s friend and roommate but who could not
reciprocate his love. In turmoil emotionally, Housman failed to pass his final examination at
Oxford.
From 1882 to 1892, Housman worked as a clerk in the Patent Office in London, where Jackson
also worked. In the evenings Housman studied Latin texts in the British Museum reading room
and developed a masterful gift for correcting errors in them, owing to his command of the
language and his feeling for the way poets choose their words. Articles he wrote for journals
caught the attention of scholars and led to his appointment in 1892 as professor of Latin at
University College, London.
PUBLICATIONS
A.E. Hausman’s classical scholarship – “erudite and witheringly dismissive of his rivals” - still
has its followers, but it is his poetry that reached a far wider audience, beginning with his 1895

collection A Shropshire Lad. His second volume of poems, Last Poems, was a collection of
previously unpublished poems chosen for his friend Moses Jackson to read while Jackson was
dying of cancer in Canada. After Housman’s death in 1936, a posthumous collection, More
Poems, was published that alternated between reveries on the beauties of nature and personal
reflections on his unrequited love for his Oxford friend Moses Jackson.
POST SCRIPT
A.E. Housman took afternoon walks in a school-boyish cricket cap, grey suit, starched collar and
elastic sided boots. He said 'hello' to no one; this was walking time, talking was for dinner. Every
year, too, he vacationed on the Continent; flew there, presumably in converted bombers when
passenger flights were in the pioneer stage and the crockery was real, the cutlery silver.
He'd lived in the same three Victorian rooms ('bare, bleak, grim, stark, comfortless,' various
people called them) until he was too frail to climb the stairs. Eventually he moved into a nursing
home where he died, in his sleep during the day.
Small talk didn't come easily (didn't in fact come at all) for Housman, and as a dinner guest his
long silences could be a problem. On the other hand, he was at ease with his brother, Basil, and
his sister-in-law, Jeannie. They knew a different man — a happy, teasing, slightly bantering
older brother — and were puzzled by his forbidding reputation. His brother, Laurence, also said
of him: 'he had the happiest laugh I've ever heard.' And he was widely known for his wit and
humour (waspish and dry) both in conversation and in the prefaces of his books.
In 1997 (70 years after Housman’s death) British playwright Tom Stoppard wrote a play, The
Invention of Love, portraying the life of A. E. Housman, focusing specifically on his personal
life and love for his college classmate, Moses Jackson. Stoppard sought to give Housman a
sympathetic hearing as a passionate, brilliant man unable to break out against the strictures of
society. Considered by many to be Stoppard's finest play, it has been called "esoteric". In fact, to
demystify the play's many historical and academic references, the New York production team
provided the audiences with a 30-page (!) booklet on the political and artistic history of the lateVictorian period.
For more information about this play: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Invention_of_Lov
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The Routine After Forty
Because my mother doesn’t ask questions,
not the way I would, grilling the oncologist
until she ripped a corner off the examining-table paper
and drew it out, I don’t really understand
what it means to have the markers for cancer.
But later in the week, the technician
giving me a mammogram is surprisingly clear
when I ask her, and reassuring. Everyone’s body
produces cancer cells all the time,
she tells me. She’s blond and ample,
looks like someone who could fix
a leaky sink, then make a pie
to take to a party. But we slough off
the irregular cells, catching early
whatever bad is pitched our way.
Listening to her, I love my body,
its diligence, the work I know nothing about.
Markers in the blood show the body no longer able
to do this. I’ve shed my paper jacket,
the one handed to me so I would feel less naked
as my breasts lay on the glass plate
like fish on ice. When the jacket slipped,
I let it fall, so now I’m standing here
topless with a little sticker like a pasty
on each nipple, a reference point for the radiologist.
The technician and I have passed the formality
of modesty. Bad things bombard us daily
but for years we are stronger than what will kill us.
You can get dressed now
she tells me, but what I want
is to put my head in her lap,
have her stroke my hair while I tell her
how much I will miss my mother
when she is gone.
The markers of grief,
because my body will accommodate
the vast loneliness of my life without my mother.
My head in the technician’s lap,
her fingers lacing my hair,
tell me again about how hard the body tries,
how most of the time it wins.
—by Jacqueline Berger

The Routine After Forty

POET NOTES
Jacqueline Berger was born and raised in Los Angeles and now lives in San Francisco with her
husband. I am searching high and low for more about this poet who is somewhat new to me. If
any readers know of a source to glean more information please contact me.
EDUCATION & TEACHING & WORK
BA in English, Goddard College, 1982
TESL Certificate and Adult Ed. Credential, UC Berkeley Extension, 1988.
MFA in Creative Writing, Mills College, 1995
She is the Director of the Master of Arts in English program at Notre Dame de Namur University
in Belmont, California.
PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS
Jacqueline Berger is the author of three books of poetry: The Gift That Arrives Broken, winner
of the Autumn House Poetry Prize; Things That Burn, winner of the Agha Shahid Ali Prize,
University of Utah Press; and The Mythologies of Danger, winner of the Bluestem Award and
the Bay Area Book Reviewers Award. Her poetry has also appeared in numerous journals
including The Iowa Review, River Styx, and New Millennium Writings. She teaches creative
writing and directs the graduate program in English at Notre Dame de Namur University in
Belmont, California.
BLURBS ABOUT “THE GIFT THAT ARRIVES BROKEN”
ALICIA OSTRIKER: I kept asking myself: what is the magic that makes these poems of a
quiet, ordinary life, with small sensuous pleasures, and the tracking of a father’s gradual decline
toward death, so compelling? Is it the understated wisdom, the graceful compassion toward the
self and others…? Is it the precision of description, is it the amused memories of the self at
sixteen, dropping acid and tearing up money, or the amused speculation about a girl with a baby
at a crafts fair selling goddess magnets…? This is an art that is centered everywhere. It brought
me closer to my own center.
CHANA BLOCH: In her third book Jacqueline Berger surveys the terrain of mid-life, keeping
her own youth clearly in view along with the decline of her aging parents. Her perceptions about
the hungers of body and mind, striking in their candor, are couched in language that honors and
deepens the losses, even as it uncovers the gifts to be found in brokenness. “Look at anything /
long enough to love it,” she writes; her steady gaze is keen and loving.
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The Sad Truth About Rilke’s Poems

It was the title of the book that caught my attention in the poetry section of the library. I was not
familiar with Nick Lantz, but his book We Don’t Know We Don’t Know hooked me on many
levels. I was intrigued to learn that this poetic title is a direct quote from our former Secretary of
Defense, Donald Rumsfeld. Then to learn that half the poems inside the book begin with
epigraphs by Rumsfeld, well I had to take the book home and enter the compelling world of Nick
Lantz. And who was Pliny the Elder, the other inspired half of We Don’t Know We Don’t
Know? And what was he doing in the same bookbed with Donald Rumsfeld?
I could have chosen several poems by Nick Lantz, there are so many I like, but I was repeatedly
drawn to The Sad Truth About Rilke’s Poems after more than a few conversations with my
friend Valerie about the pros and cons of translating poetry from one language to another.
The Sad Truth About Rilke’s Poems
—for Julia and Robert
The man feeding ducks throws out only one crust
at a time no matter how
many birds crowd the water.
All of Picasso’s lovers want their breasts and ears back.
We live on separate
islands. Every night we meet
in boats on the star-dusted slate of water and watch
each other speak. You don’t
hear the creaking oarlocks.
Rilke’s poems are so much less lovely in German.
When painting a bird, Prevert says, you must
start
by painting a cage. John Cage sits at the piano.
In translation, something
of beauty always dies,
but something also is carried over. A word unlovely
as a fifty-year-old nail can dance
in your hands.
Isn’t it funny how the mouth makes the same shape
to say auricle and oracle? The voice is
a trembling of the body so minute
that only the air can feel it. You must watch closely.
Rilke’s done writing poems. Too many
people close
their eyes to listen to your singing, as if it was the light
of the fire that burns
and not the heat at the heart of it.
—by Nick Lant

POET NOTES
Nick Lantz grew up in Berkeley, California. You can follow him on Facebook and also through
Twitter where he has been posting daily 140 character poems – he calls them micropoems –
which if you ever have writer’s block will knock you off your block. Don’t take my word for it,
go see for yourself. At last count he had 247 followers. In addition, here is Nick’s website:
http://www.nick-lantz.com/Nick_Lantz/Welcome.html
EDUCATION & CAREER
Nick Lantz received a BA in Religious Studies from Lewis & Clark College in Portland,
Oregon, and an MFA from the University of Wisconsin, Madison. He is the recipient of
fellowships from the Wisconsin Institute for Creative Writing and Bread Loaf Writers’
Conference. His work has appeared in journals such as Mid-American Review, Southern Review,
Gulf Coast, and Prairie Schooner. He is currently the Emerging Writer Lecturer at Gettysburg
College, a private (highly selective) four-year liberal arts institution in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.
PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS
Nick Lantz’s first book, We Don’t Know We Don’t Know was selected by Linda Gregerson for
the Katharine Bakeless Nason Prize and was published in 2010 by Graywolf Press. It also won
the 2011 GLCA New Writers Award. His second book, The Lightning That Strikes the
Neighbors’ House, was selected by Robert Pinsky for the Felix Pollak Prize and was published
by the University of Wisconsin Press, also in 2010. Submissions to these two contests alone
exceed a thousand each, and Nick has managed to win both contest inside the same year.
THEATER—Nick Lantz is also a playwright. His play “Across a Distance”, which
incorporates opera and American Sign Language, was produced in September 2010 as part of the
fall season of UW-Madison’s University Theatre. Many of Nick’s short and one-act plays have
been produced in Portland, Oregon, and Half Moon Bay, California. For those curious readers,
learn more at: sites.google.com/site/acrossadistance/home
WHY DONALD RUMSFELD?
Eight years before we learned the truth about those weapons of mass destruction—
Question by a Reporter: Could I follow up, Mr. Secretary, on what you just said,
please? In regard to Iraq weapons of mass destruction and terrorists, is there any
evidence to indicate that Iraq has attempted to or is willing to supply terrorists
with weapons of mass destruction? Because there are reports that there is no
evidence of a direct link between Baghdad and some of these terrorist
organizations.
Rumsfeld: Reports that say that something hasn’t happened are always
interesting to me, because as we know, there are known knowns; there are
things we know we know. We also know there are known unknowns; that is to say
we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also unknown
unknowns — the ones we don’t know we don’t know. And if one looks throughout
the history of our country and other free countries, it is the latter category that
tend to be the difficult ones.
LANTZ . Rumsfeld deploys language in a very deliberate way, and often says something that is
technically true, but usually with the goal of obfuscating, confusing, or otherwise clouding the
issue. In that sense, I see him as sort of the inverse of a poet—a poet being someone who uses
language deliberately and makes things up (i.e., says things that are technically untrue), with the
goal of clarifying human experience. Rumsfeld’s use of language is Machiavellian and very
cynical, but it’s also very intelligent . . .One of the issues that I wanted to probe in the book was

the distinction between intelligence and wisdom, particularly as they relate to language and
action, and Rumsfeld is a fascinating case in that regard. I agree that there’s a difference (even
a significant difference) between what we know we don’t know and what we don’t know we don’t
know, and that’s a distinction worth making, epistemologically, but that’s not why Rumsfeld is
making that point. He’s using language to deflect us away from the sorts of considerations that
truly matter. What I wanted to do, with this book and specifically with the poems that use his
words as epigraphs, was to reclaim language for the purpose of poetry, that is, to use language
to redirect us toward what really matters.
WHY PLINY THE ELDER?—Pliny (a naturalist and philosopher who died in the year 79
A.D.) came after Rumsfeld, in the conception of the book. I write about the natural world and
about animals a lot, and We Don’t Know really bears out that obsession. I’m always on the
lookout for interesting information about nature, and in the course of doing research, I had come
across Pliny several times in passing. . . .Pliny’s history is full of weird, fantastic accounts (many
of which are obviously untrue from a modern perspective), and Pliny’s project (in Natural
History) spoke to the interests of my book. If a distinction is to be made between them (Rumsfeld
and Pliny), it’s that Rumsfeld is very guarded about what he will assert or admit to, while Pliny
is a libertine when it comes to information: one gets the impression that he’s willing to repeat
whatever he hears, no matter how far-fetched. What was important to me is that I feel strongly
but also ambivalently about both of these men, and that tension generated a lot of poetry, which
is ultimately what I’m after.
IN HIS OWN WORDS— Nick Lantz
Well, geography has always been a resonant thing for me. I grew up in California, which
contains about every biome and geographical formation imaginable. Mountains, valleys, forests,
coasts, bays, lakes, rivers, estuaries, high desert, low desert, grasslands, chaparral, and on and
on. The utter bigness of the Sierras, for example, just imprints itself on you. Death Valley is
punishing and beautiful like nothing else. These are the things I think about when I’m staring out
at the dingy, weeks-old snow in Wisconsin in January. As far as I’m concerned, the Midwest
doesn’t have geography; it has weather. And looking through my poems, I can see the point
where I started writing more about weather than geography.
I do often, and very consciously, use titles to situate a reader in a particular place, even if I’m
going to abandon it quickly. Or, more broadly, I often use titles as a dumping ground for
exposition or information that I want to keep out of the poem itself . . . Though I’ll allow that
there are occasionally good reasons to leave a poem untitled, generally speaking, if you don’t
have a good title for a poem, you don’t have a good poem yet.
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Wall

Yesterday’s quibble: Toward the end of yesterday’s poem, “The Sad Truth About Rilke’s
Poems” by Nick Lantz, this line: Isn’t it funny how the mouth makes the same shape / to say
auricle and oracle? I have to differ, and waited a day to say so. There is a subtle but certain
distinction in oral shape and movement of each of these words – at least when spoken in my neck
of the woods; maybe in Tuscaloosa or northern Michigan the mouth moves differently. If you
can’t feel how “auricle” and “oracle” shape your mouth differently, go to the mirror and see the
difference for yourself. It’s a blessing and a beloved curse to be a Feldenkrais® practitioner.
Plus, I’m easily amused.
Yesterday's footnote: Yesterday’s poem came from Nick Lantz’s book We Don't Know We
Don't Know (a direct quote from Donald Rumsfeld). A reader wrote to say Donald Rumsfeld has
a new memoir out titled "Known and Unknown". We can't be making this stuff up.
Wall
It is a long story; each blaming the other—
but, for now, the mortar stops apologizing to the boulder
and though the wall still begs to be torn apart
there is serenity
in the sun on its back, in the ivy at its base.
When everywhere around it, movement alters,
like a faithful subject, the wall never wavers
under pressure, under the thundering footsteps of the enemy.
Year after year, suppressing its desire
to collapse, it still can imagine
its boulders returned to the river,
its mortar fresh silt.
It has given up so much of its music
for power.
—by Christine Garren
POET NOTES
Christine Garren was born in Philadelphia and has lived in Greensboro, North Carolina, since
1979 when she was six years old..
EDUCATION
In 2000, Christine Garren was Kenan Visiting Writer at the University of North Carolina. She
earned her MFA in creative writing from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.

PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS
Christine Garren’s first book of poems, Afterworld (Phoenix Poet series) was a finalist for the
Los Angeles Times Book Prize for poetr. Garren’s second book, Among The Monarch (Phoenix
Poets), explores common themes of love, loss and family, with an uncommon sensibility. It is
filled with unforgettable metaphors, unconventional and unpredictable juxtapositions, turns and
angles of perception, and free verse rhymes. The Piercing (Baton Rouge, LA: Lousiana State
University Press, 2006) is Garren's third book of poems. She has received fellowships from the
National Endowment for the Arts and the North Carolina Arts Council. Her poems have
appeared in Chicago Review, Harvard Review, TriQuarterly, Gettysburg Review, The Southern
Review, Fence, Shenandoah, Agni.
IN HER OWN OWN WORDS— Christine Garren
The first revisions stay loyal to the spirit of investigation. If there is a metaphor to be had, I
might wait for it to appear—like a drowned figure surfacing—rather than having knowledge of it
from the beginning.
I see truth as fluid and language as frustratingly static. I understand that language is probably
bound to fail the task. I am preoccupied with what a collection of words, even a flawed
collection, might equal. I enjoy considering how the words interact with each other, and I
especially enjoy thinking about their tonal dependence on each other. I am constantly aware
during composition and revision that language obscures as much as it reveals.
COMMENTS BY CHRISTINE GARREN’S HUSBAND, SAM GARREN
I'll start out by admitting that I am Christy's husband and by also reassuring you that in
spite of our union all that I say here is true. Christy's poems are original and powerful.
The have an open quality that borders on the spiritual. Their high quality rests in Christy's
natural ease with imagery that in her hands is frequently startling. She is like her poems
in one undeniable way—she is distinctly introverted.
Regardless of (or perhaps because of) the introversion, she is able to be bold in her work
that is never formulaic. On a more personal note I can tell you that when I first met her
she was reading Turgenev's A Sportsman Sketches. She is an excellent swimmer. She
loves to grow flowers. She is also an excellent cook. She spends most of her waking and
non-waking life creating something. Her notebooks are never ever neat. They look like
storms have hit. —Sam Garren
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The Heart Broken Open

Today's poem was published in the February 16, 2011 edition of the Journal of the American
Medical Association. In the third stanza, “Khe Sanh” refers to the Battle of Khe Sanh, a
complicated (some say indecisive) battle begun when a massive North Vietnamese artillery
barrage fell on the U.S. Marine combat base, resulting in many casualties. The Battle of Khe
Sanh ultimately led to the Tet Offensive of 1968.
The Heart Broken Open
Doppler echocardiogram, male veteran, age 67, results:
It’s not the image of your heart
you’ve had since boyhood,
when you climbed heaven-high
in those golden aspens—
just cold echoes
of your mortal core.
You lie shivering in a fetal curl
while a chirpy technician
your granddaughter’s age
slides a cold wand across your chest.
She says, “You’ll hear a whoosh
with every heartbeat.”
You want to tell her about Khe Sahn
and what the heart’s really made of.
You want to tell her
that in each rush of blood,
you hear the sound of a wounded fox
in famished winter.
You want to tell her
of all that is to come,
but her eyes—
her eyes
are so painfully blue,
and so young.
—by Ronald Pies, M.D.

POET NOTES
Ronald Pies, M.D. is Professor of Psychiatry at SUNY Upstate Medical University, Syracuse,
NY; and also Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at Tufts University in Boston. He is co-developer
of the Bipolar Spectrum Diagnostic Scale (BSDS), which is in the public domain. Dr. Pies is the
author of several psychiatric textbooks, a collection of poetry, and a book of short stories. He is
also the Editor-in-Chief of Psychiatric Times, a peer-reviewed professional journal.

PUBLICATIONS—Pies has a rich literary and philosophical life. In 2004, he wrote
Zimmerman's Tefillin, a collection of short stories (PublishAmerica). Several of his poems have
appeared in JAMA. He also has published poetry in numerous literary journals and anthologies
and has written on the therapeutic uses of poetry and the nature of poetic language. A collection
of his poems, Creeping Thyme, was published in (Brandylane Publishers, Inc.). He wrote the
Handbook of Essential Psychopharmacology (2005, 1998; American Psychiatric Association),
and he authored the Handbook of Geriatric Psychopharmacology (2002; American Psychiatric
Publishing, Inc.) with Sandra A. Jacobson, M.D., and David J. Greenblatt, M.D.
CAREER—Ronald Pies has been director of psychopharmacology and research at Bay Cove
Mental Health Center in Massachusetts; staff psychiatrist and director of psychopharmacology at
Harry Solomon Mental Health Center in Massachusetts; and chair of the Psychopharmacology
Interest Group for the Massachusetts Psychiatric Society. For more than a decade, Pies operated
a private psychopharmacology consultation service where he "saw some very sick individuals,"
most of whom were not getting better even under psychiatric care. "It certainly taught me a great
deal about very refractory cases," he said. Those refractory cases and others taught him much
about the humanity of the patients he treats.
IN HIS OWN WORDS—Ronald Pies
My patients have taught me how generous people who are suffering can be and how strong
people are. That may seem surprising, because these were often very severely impaired folks,
people with psychotic-level disorders and so on. . . .What I remember most about some of the
patients I saw early in my career was their generosity and kindness, particularly when I would
make mistakes, and, of course, we all do. Sometimes, a patient would almost be in the position of
comforting me by saying ‘There, there doctor, it is OK that the medication really didn't help me.
I'll get through this.'
Robert Frost defined poetry as a ‘momentary stay against confusion.' In that sense, it may be
broadly therapeutic for me. I see it as a way of delving into language in such a fashion that it
creates a small piece of order in a chaotic universe. Writing poetry is part of the broader artistic
impulse to seek out and create beauty and order.
Currently, Pies is working on a book, called Everything Has Two Handles. He says: That title
is taken from a Stoic teaching. The notion is that everything that happens to us, good or bad,
can be seen in two ways, or, as it were, picked up in two ways. You can pick it up in a way that
leaves you feeling miserable, sad and hopeless, or you can pick it up by the handle that allows
you to view it in a positive and creative way.
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Survey

A year or so ago I happened upon a website with an odd name—The Mom Egg (not to be
confused with The Hot Mom Egg but oh nevermind) and found today’s poem, Survey. I actually
carried the poem with me for a while, trying to commit it to memory. I like not only the
questions it poses, but the almost chant-like rhythm of the questions circling back to the original
one: How would you answer this survey? Could it be a wayward ghazal? Any thoughts? The
Mom Egg (www.themomegg.com/themomegg/Home.html) publishes work by mothers about
everything and by everyone about mothers and motherhood, and is engaged in promoting and
celebrating the creative force of mother artists, and in expanding the opportunities for mothers,
women, and artists. The Mom Egg is operated by Marjorie Tesser of Half-Shell Press, New
York.
Survey
How would you answer this survey?
Would you do things differently
if you were given the opportunity
to reverse a past decision?
Could you have done things differently?
Were you obliged by tradition
to reverse an intuitive decision?
Did it alter the course of your life?
Were you obliged by tradition
to conform to the norms of the time?
If you altered the course of your life,
did you settle for less than the stars?
If you conformed to the norm of the time,
did you please everyone but yourself?
Did you settle for less than the stars
and did you try to make the best of it?
Do you please everyone but yourself
and live through your children’s dreams?
Are you trying to make the best of it?
Do you feel it’s too late for you now?
Do you live through your children’s dreams?
Have you given them every opportunity
Do you ever feel it isn’t too late?
How would you answer this survey?
—by Ada Jill Schneider

POET NOTES
Ada Jill Schneider, winner of the National Galway Kinnell Poetry Prize, began writing at the
age of fifty-three. Her lyrical poems about growing older, the rewards of long love, and family
relationships combine attributes of wisdom and wit to strike a universal chord. She reviews
poetry books for Midstream magazine and directs “The Pleasure of Poetry,” a program she
founded, at the Somerset Public Library in Massachusetts. She received her MFA in Writing
from Vermont College.
Visit her website at: www.adajillschneider.com/Site/Welcome.html
PUBLICATIONS
BOOKS: Behind the Pictures I Hang (Spinner Publications, 2007), Saudades: The JewishPortuguese Connection (Gratlau Press, 2005), The Museum of My Mother (Gratlau Press, 1996),
Fine Lines & Other Wrinkles (Gratlau Press, 1993)
ANTHOLOGIES: Letters to the World (Red Hen Press, 2008), Love After 70 (Wising Up Press,
2008), The Why and Later (Deep Cleveland Press, 2008), Celebrations (July Literary Press,
2006), Regrets Only (Little Pear Press, 2006), Caring Stories (Publish America, 2002), Her Face
in the Mirror (Beacon Press, 1994)
JOURNALS: Crone's Nest, Diner, Mediphors, Midstream, Nedge, Newport Review, Sow's Ear
Poetry Review, Synaesthetic, Umbrella.
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The Bear on Main Street

I was introduced to Michigan poet Daniel Gerber through a book I found in the small but
mighty library of Empire (my home away from home) Michigan. A Second Life: A Collected
Nonfiction, described such an adventurous spirit, I then headed for Gerber’s books of poetry.
Today’s poem took on a bit more meaning when I learned that Daniel F. Gerber III is the son of
Gerber baby food magnate, Daniel Frank Gerber, Sr.—giant industrial father to poet wanderer
son.
The Bear on Main Street
What made the man kill this bear?
His truck, across which the bear's body lies,
tells me it wasn't to feed his family
or because his children were cold.
The bear has beautiful black feet, delicate
almost, like the soles of patent leather slippers,
and the wind riffles the surface of its fur
with the sheen of water in the autumn sun.
The bear looks as if it might only be sleeping,
but its tongue lags from its mouth, and the man
has wrapped it with stout twine and bound it
to the bed of his truck as if he were afraid it might speak.
Three teenage boys pull their pickup to the curb.
One of the boys guesses what the bear must weigh.
Another wants to know how many shots it took,
and the third boy climbs down. He strokes its nose and forehead.
He traces the bear's no longer living skull
with the living bones of his fingers
and wonders by what impossible road
he will come to his father's country.
— by Dan Gerber

POET NOTES
Daniel Frank Gerber was born 1940 in western Michigan and currently lives in Santa Ynez
Valley, California with his wife.
EDUCATION & CAREER
Gerber received a B.A. in English from Michigan State University in 1962. He was co-founder,
with Jim Harrison, of the literary magazine Sumac. As part of his journalist profession, Gerber
made extensive travels, primarily to Africa. He has served as writer-in-residence at Michigan
State University and Grand Valley State University (Alendale, Michigan).

PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS
Dan Gerber’s work has appeared in many literary magazines. He is also the author of three
novels, a collection of short stories, and two books of non-fiction. His books of poetry include:
The Revenant (1971), The Chinese Poems (1978), Trying To Catch the Horses (1999), Snow on
the Backs of Animals (1986) and A Primer on Parallel Lives (Copper Canyon Press, 2007).
Trying To Catch The Horses received the Gold Award in the 2000 Book of the Year Awards by
ForeWord magazine. Gerber has also won the Mark Twain Award for distinguished
contributions to Midwestern literature.
Gerber’s collection of essays, A Second Life: A Collected Nonfiction, describes his experience as
a professional racing driver, journalist, sailor, and fisherman with a poet's eye and a novelist's
gift for narrative, believing, as he states in his introduction, that our truest lives must be
imagined. The book describes Gerber’s return to racing thirty-three years after his career-ending
crash, a story about saving his own life in the African desert by introducing a clan of Rendili
warriors to ice, and the story of a clandestine sailing trip to Cuba.
BACKSTORY: BABY FOOD DYNASTY
Dan Gerber's father was co-founder of the Fremont Canning Company in Fremont, Michigan in
1901, and for a few decades the business had modest but unspectacular success selling packaged
vegetables, beans, and fruits. In 1927 he and his wife Dorothy had their first child, a daughter
named Sally. At some point during Sally's infancy, frustrated by the ever-present chore of
cooking, chopping, mashing and straining solid food into a form that their toddler could eat,
Dorothy Gerber suggested to her husband that there might be money to be made in massproducing baby food. And the rest, as they say, is history.
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Pray For Peace

Today I am in Logan Ohio at the annual Hocking Hills Poetry Festival sponsored by The Power
of Poetry, founded by Alan Cohen (www.PowerOfPoetry.Org). This weekend’s featured poets
are Ellen Bass, David Lee and Andres Rivera. Last year’s headliner poet was Coleman Barks.
Another year, it was Ted Kooser. Pretty amazing that Alan has lured some of our finest poets to
this little hamlet in the Midwest, asking only $25 for an entire weekend of music, poetry,
workshop, not to mention a stellar potluck in the middle of it all. Someone said “Hocking Hills
looks nothing like Ohio”. It is absolutely gorgeous here, especially in spring when the trillium
are in fully flowered and waterfalls themselves bloom in the mouths of caves. Google “Images
for photos of Hocking Hills” for a visual tour. Today’s poem is by post Ellen Bass.
Pray for Peace
Pray to whomever you kneel down to:
Jesus nailed to his wooden or plastic cross,
his suffering face bent to kiss you,
Buddha still under the bo tree in scorching heat,
Adonai, Allah. Raise your arms to Mary
that she may lay her palm on our brows,
to Shekhina, Queen of Heaven and Earth,
to Inanna in her stripped descent.
Then pray to the bus driver who takes you to work.
On the bus, pray for everyone riding that bus,
for everyone riding buses all over the world.
Drop some silver and pray.
Waiting in line for the movies, for the ATM,
for your latte and croissant, offer your plea.
Make your eating and drinking a supplication.
Make your slicing of carrots a holy act,
each translucent layer of the onion, a deeper prayer.
To Hawk or Wolf, or the Great Whale, pray.
Bow down to terriers and shepherds and Siamese cats.
Fields of artichokes and elegant strawberries.
Make the brushing of your hair
a prayer, every strand its own voice,
singing in the choir on your head.
As you wash your face, the water slipping
through your fingers, a prayer: Water,
softest thing on earth, gentleness
that wears away rock.
Making love, of course, is already prayer.
Skin, and open mouths worshipping that skin,
the fragile cases we are poured into.

If you're hungry, pray. If you're tired.
Pray to Gandhi and Dorothy Day.
Shakespeare. Sappho. Sojourner Truth.
When you walk to your car, to the mailbox,
to the video store, let each step
be a prayer that we all keep our legs,
that we do not blow off anyone else's legs.
Or crush their skulls.
And if you are riding on a bicycle
or a skateboard, in a wheelchair, each revolution
of the wheels a prayer as the earth revolves:
less harm, less harm, less harm.
And as you work, typing with a new manicure,
a tiny palm tree painted on one pearlescent nail
or delivering soda or drawing good blood
into rubber-capped vials, writing on a blackboard
with yellow chalk, twirling pizzas-With each breath in, take in the faith of those
who have believed when belief seemed foolish,
who persevered. With each breath out, cherish.
Pull weeds for peace, turn over in your sleep for peace,
feed the birds, each shiny seed
that spills onto the earth, another second of peace.
Wash your dishes, call your mother, drink wine.
Shovel leaves or snow or trash from your sidewalk.
Make a path. Fold a photo of a dead child
around your VISA card. Scoop your holy water
from the gutter. Gnaw your crust.
Mumble along like a crazy person, stumbling
your prayer through the streets.
— by Ellen Bass
POET NOTES
Ellen Bass was born in 1947 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. She lives in Santa Cruz, California
where she has taught poetry and creative writing since 1974.
EDUCATION & CAREER
Ellen Bass attended Goucher College in Baltimore, Maryland where she graduated magna cum
laude in 1968 with her bachelor’s degree. She pursued a master’s degree at Boston University
and graduated in 1970. From 1970–1974, Bass worked as an administrator at Project Place, a
social service center in Boston. She currently is teaching in the low residency MFA program at
Pacific University in Oregon and has been teaching Writing About Our Lives workshops since
1974 in Santa Cruz, California.

PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS—Her poems have appeared in numerous journals and
anthologies, including The Atlantic Monthly, Ms., The American Poetry Review, The Kenyon
Review, Ploughshares, and Field. Her nonfiction books include I Never Told Anyone, Free Your
Mind, and The Courage To Heal, which has sold over a million copies and has been translated
into twelve languages.
Ms. Bass was awarded the Elliston Book Award for Poetry from the University of Cincinnati,
Nimrod/Hardman's Pablo Neruda Prize, The Missouri Review's Larry Levis Award, the
Greensboro Poetry Prize, the New Letters Poetry Prize, the Chautauqua Poetry Prize, a Pushcart
Prize, and a Fellowship from the California Arts Council.
Her non-fiction books include Free Your Mind: The Book for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Youth
(HarperCollins 1996), I Never Told Anyone: Writings by Women Survivors of Child Sexual
Abuse (HarperCollins, 1983) and The Courage to Heal: A Guide for Women Survivors of Child
Sexual Abuse (Harper Collins 1988), which has sold over a million copies and has been
translated into ten languages.
IN HER OWN WORDS— Ellen Bass
When I write a poem, I want the reader to actually understand what I’m communicating. It’s
not a theoretical process for me. It doesn’t exist outside of relationship. The elements that I use
in the poem, like metaphor or image or a particular language construct, are clearer rather than
just decorative.
Poetry is, for me, a way of life as well as an art. It's the way I pay attention, the way I make a
shape out of my experience, the way I praise this brief life, the way I mourn, the way I see my
experience as part of the human experience. Poetry helps me to accept what I don't want to
accept and to be curious about even the most terrible experiences. It's a kind of spiritual
practice, a way to pray.
Getting away from our daily obligations is a profound experience for a writer. Virginia Woolf
wrote about "the angel in the house", the woman (usually a wife, sometimes a sister) who made it
possible for so many (male) writers to do their work unimpeded. The "angel" supplied the writer
with meals, cleaned up, cared for the children, kept visitors away during writing hours. Most of
us (male or female) no longer have an "angel in the house", but when we go away to a writing
workshop or a residency, we are provided with this kind of spaciousness. It is nourishing to our
spirits to be taken care of this way and it allows us to pour all our energy into writing.
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April Saturday, 1960

Before you read today's long but worthy poem by David Ross Huddle, take two minutes to view
a pretty wonderful video story about the value of selecting just the right words. Thanks to friend
Pam who passed this along to me: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hzgzim5m7oU. Thanks to
all of you who have corresponded with me during the first half of April. Your insights, sorrows,
reflections, referrals to other poems, your own poems (!) triggered by April Gifts, even
photographs of flowers you showered on me in response to what I love to do -- thank you all
from my heart. Your feedback helps fuel this entire project!
April Saturday, 1960
I mean, Berkley Osborne and I had
small interest in each other, and
it was happenstance the afternoon
we found ourselves in the ballroom
of Wytheville Country Club, nobody
else around except Judy and Bobby,
her cousin and my pal, so serious
a couple they lost interest in us
immediately, put on a slow record
and stepped out on the dancefloor
to do something that could hardly
be called a dance. An undulating
embrace was what it was. Berkley
and I—joking—started a mannerly
box step. We'd spoken hardly ten
sentences before—maybe I grinned
at her one day in the hall or she
at me in band practice or history
but we'd never touched fingertips
let alone tried to dance. So it's
no wonder we began in awkwardness
and humor, poking fun at the kiss
Bobby and Judy showed no signs of
breaking off. It's strange enough
two couples dancing in a ballroom
with all the invisible chaperones

tsk-tsking, the other dancers not
yet having arrived, full daylight
reflecting over the parquet floor,
a line of chairs for wall flowers
along three walls, tables whitely
waiting for punch bowls perfectly
centered among cups, small plates
for cookies, party napkins placed
exactly so. Music stands awaited
sax man, trumpeter and trombonist;
the discreet piano widely grinned,
and the drums and cymbals yearned
to be punished. Meanwhile Berkley
and I box-stepped our laps nicely
around the ballroom. "Oh my God!"
whispered Berkley; she gave a nod
toward Bobby and Judy, only their
pelvises moving, his hands on her
butt and hers on his. They stood
in place, clothes on, a very good
boy and girl except for movements
of their tongues, hips, and hands.
The record that kept on repeating
was the soulful "Unchained Melody"
which cast a spell over the whole
room—it was like a space capsule
floating endlessly toward unknown
galaxies of eternal mid-afternoon
light with Berkley and me in orbit
around a red-hot Bobby-Judy planet.
Well, the box-step grows tiresome
after you step out box number one
thousand and four. Berkley and I
shifted position, she gave a sigh

then snuggled in close. I noticed
her warmth and her nice fragrance,
also her astoundingly small waist,
and the way her chest fit against
my chest. I think that's actually
what caused the glandular anomaly
that followed—we sort of scooted
our chests around as if we needed
to get comfortable, the sensation
being about as erotic as anything
I've ever felt. So Berkley and I
were acquaintances transmogrified
suddenly into your basic two part
hormonally effervescent lust-unit.
One minute we were innocently boxstepping away our lives, the next
we were groins and nipples, pubic
hair, teeth and tongues, a public
display of live pornography—well,
I shouldn't exaggerate. We still
had our clothes on, and we didn't
collapse to the floor. The event
was so mental and over so quickly
that the annals of sexual history
don't even mention it. All right,
maybe it was no more than a tight
embrace with a remarkably intense
kiss and maybe the body movements
of accomplished lovers like Bobby
and Judy. Maybe a favorite hobby
of theirs was leading mere casual
friends into situations of carnal
possibility—Berkley and I locked
into each other, parts of a clock

fitting perfectly, moving in time.
We were just kids really, sixteen
and seventeen, we hadn't had much
experience, certainly not of such
intensity or strangeness. I think
Eros looked at Cupid, gave a wink,
and suddenly Berkley sighed, "O,"
which took me over the edge. "O,"
I said, too— We just stood there
breathing and shuddering together.
Embarrassment set in very quickly,
but it was of the bonding variety,
and of course we couldn't go back
to the box step. We tried to chat
and stand where we were, our arms
still around each other, our aims
a bit vague and sentimental. How
kind words were to come to us now
that we had learned such a lesson
of recapitulating ontology, human
folly, and the utter indifference
of stars drifting through silence.
"I have to go to tuck my shirt in"
or "I should splash cold water on
my face" or "Shouldn't we get out
of here?"—our exact words aren't
the point. At a certain emotional
pitch, the tone of a voice is all
that matters, somebody just croon
to me please, and I'll be ok soon.
Ten thousand days have flown away
since that small piece of a sunny
afternoon. Berkley's had her life,
I've had mine, and who can say if

what happened made any difference
to either of us? Her remembrance
may bring her a twitch of a smile
but that's all. Sometimes I feel
I'm a sliver of dust in the great
pattern of creation, I think fate
is a vast intelligence. But then
I recall blips of cosmic nonsense
like that afternoon with Berkley:
Galactic energy started crackling
along the stratospheric periphery
with Darwin and Freud spastically
heaving in their graves and a boy
and a girl in a Virginia town, by
the whimsy of chaos, the theology
of random chance, were flung body
against body. Bless their hearts,
they played their ludicrous parts,
saying "O," and standing in place,
with astonishing kindness & grace.
—by David Huddle
POET NOTES
David Huddle was born July 11, 1942 in Ivanhoe, Wythe County, Virginia and is sometimes
considered an Appalachian writer. He served as an enlisted man in the U.S. Army from 1964 to
1967, in Germany as a paratrooper and then in Vietnam as a military intelligence specialist.
EDUCATION & CAREER
He attended, flunked out of, and--after serving in the US Army from 1964 until 1967--finally
graduated from the University of Virginia in 1968. He holds an MA in English Writing from
Hollins College( Roanoke, Virginia 1969) and an MFA from Columbia University (1971). Of his
education he says, “I couldn't have become a writer without the two graduate writing programs
that I went through. I needed that time to be able to believe that I could be a writer, to have
people treat me as if I were a writer.” He began teaching at the University of Vermont in 1971,
from which he retired in 2009. Currently Visiting Distinguished Professor of Creative Writing at
Hollins College (Roanoke, Virginia), Huddle also teaches at the Bread Loaf School of English in
Middlebury, Vermont and The Rainier Writing Workshop.
PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS
His most recent book is Glory River: Poems (Louisiana State University Press, 2008). His
poems, essays and short stories have appeared in numerous literary journals and anthologies. He

is the recipient of two National Endowment for the Arts fellowships. He is also the author of
Summer Lake: New and Selected Poems (LSU Press 1999) and The Story of a Million Years, a
novel (Houghton Mifflin). He is currently finishing a novel called Nothing Can Make Me Do
This and a poetry collection called Blacksnake at the Family Reunion.
From Library Journal: Huddle's poems often articulate the difficulties of staying connected
with one's parents. Later poems try to come to terms with his father's prolonged death and with
the terrible effects of Alzheimer's upon his mother. What Huddle owes them is what he owes
himself and "the place where we live with our children." While family bonds embody permanent
human value these poems face up to tensions between different ages and genders. Transforming
yearning for the past into a journey of self-knowledge, these candid, delicate poems become a
base line for comprehending "ordinary life.
IN HIS OWN WORDS— David Huddle
I’m one of those people who needs to write, and I’m not really my-self if I’m not writing. The act
of writing brings me into balance on a daily basis. It’s like running, or practicing meditation,
or prayer if you’re spiritual. I need it for my mental and spiritual well-being. I suspect that long
after I am able to get anything published, or long after I even continue to write coherent
sentences, I’ll be pecking away.
I’ve had a longtime reader, Ghita Orth, a former colleague in the English Department of the
University of Vermont, a poet who writes only occasionally nowadays. She’s my first reader and
the person whose opinions, suggestions, and corrections are essential to my work. Before it was
possible to exchange manuscripts by way of email attachments, I used to drive my work the eight
or nine miles from my house to Ghita’s house to get her response as soon as possible. I claim
that some part of my creative mind resides within her skull.
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For My Father Who Fears I’m Going To Hell

For My Father Who Fears I’m Going To Hell
and who last week spent three hours wading
through the dregs of the just-drained pond
whose former owner had assured him
could not support life. Though as the last
brown water gave way to grime, he bore witness
to the rip-flash of five slivered backs struggling
like sharks in sand—mudcats, he called them—
all on the verge of a bright, dry death
in the inadequate air. For my father, who worked
without waders through the afternoon, grappling
toward their slick, sharp bodies with bare hands,
who twice swallowed pond scum, twice
lost a shoe to the suction of sludge, and once
fell prone in the mire—a seven pound catfish
with skin-piercing fins cradled in his arms.
For my father, who rinsed their silt-laced gills
and bathed each muck-thick body
with a hose, who placed them gently
into white buckets of water, called up friends
and neighbors, anyone with access to a lake
or large enough tub, anyone who would promise
not to slice the round bellies, not to spill
their polished viscera. And for my father,
who for the first time in months, slept
the deep untroubled sleep of a man who neglected
nothing—of a man, who for at least one night
had saved all in this life that he could.
—by Cindy May Murphy

POET NOTES
Cindy May Murphy is an MFA candidate in creative writing at the University of Oregon. Her
work has appeared or is forthcoming in New Delta Review, Sycamore Review, and The Briar
Cliff Review, among others. Cindy lives in Eugene with her husband and several dead or dying
houseplants. Today’s poem is the winner of the 2006 Wabash Prize for Poetry.
I know little else about this writer except you can read a short piece of her fiction titled “Yellow
Shutters” online at Night Train — www.nighttrainmagazine.com/contents/murphy_7_1.php
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Night Journey

When I was 4 years old a hobo carrying a bindle knocked on our door. We lived with my
maternal grandfather in his rural Kentucky home on the Banklick Creek about five miles from
the Ohio River. Grandpa was at the railyard that day, and my dad was working for the machine
tool industry up in Covington. Mom had a big heart and didn’t hesitate to give the hungry hobo a
ham sandwich and a glass of milk, asking him to wait on the porch. I watched from behind a
curtain as the sad man in a dirty suit filled his belly before moving on. I romanticized my
grandfather’s stories about railroads and hobos, and savored his lessons on the sounds of train
whistles—different combinations of long and short each having their own meaning. Through
these sounds, the engineer speaks a rich language that warns, instructs, announces, cries, wails
and shrieks. I miss my grandfather and I miss riding the rails. To borrow from poet Theodore
Roethke, “I stay up half the night to hear the sounds I love”— train whistles floating up the
valley as freight cars rattle through the village of Glendale a mile or so east of my home.
Night Journey
Now as the train bears west,
Its rhythm rocks the earth,
And from my Pullman berth
I stare into the night
While others take their rest.
Bridges of iron lace,
A suddenness of trees,
A lap of mountain mist
All cross my line of sight,
Then a bleak wasted place,
And a lake below my knees.
Full on my neck I feel
The straining at a curve;
My muscles move with steel,
I wake in every nerve.
I watch a beacon swing
From dark to blazing bright;
We thunder through ravines
And gullies washed with light.
Beyond the mountain pass
Mist deepens on the pane;
We rush into a rain
That rattles double glass.
Wheels shake the roadbed stone,
The pistons jerk and shove,
I stay up half the night.
To see the land I love.
— by Theodore Roethke

POET NOTES
Theodore Roethke was born in 1908 in Saginaw, Michigan. His father was a German
immigrant, a market-gardener, who owned a large local greenhouse along with Theodore’s
uncle. Roethke’s childhood was spent in this greenhouse. Roethke described the glasshouse, in
An American Poet Introduces Himself and His Poems in a BBC broadcast, on the 30th of July
1953, as "both heaven and hell.... It was a universe, several worlds, which, even as a child, one
worried about, and struggled to keep alive." His adolescent years were jarred by his uncle's
suicide and by the death of his father from cancer, both in early 1923, when Theodore (Ted) was
only 15. These deaths shaped Roethke's psyche and creative life.
Roethke had an affair with established poet and critic Louise Bogan who later became one of his
strongest early supporters. While teaching at Michigan State University, Roethke began to suffer
from manic depression which in part fueled his poetic nature. In 1953, Roethke married Beatrice
O'Connell, a former student. Despite his depression and addiction to alcohol, she remained
dedicated to him and his work.
He suffered a heart attack in a friend’s swimming pool in 1963 and died on Bainbridge Island,
Washington, at age 55. The pool was later filled in and is now a zen rock garden which can be
viewed by the public at the Bloedel Reserve. There is no sign to indicate that the rock garden
was the site of Roethke's death.

EDUCATION & CAREER—Roethke attended the University of Michigan, then briefly law
school before entering Harvard where he studied under the poet Robert Hillyer. Abandoning
graduate study because of the Great Depression, Roethke taught English at several universities,
including Lafayette College (At Lafayette he met Stanley Kunitz, who later in life, became a
great support and friend.), Pennsylvania State University and Bennington College, and later at
the University of Washington.
PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS—Roethke published several volumes of poetry characterized
by its rhythm and natura imagery. Among may other awards, he was given the Pulitzer Prize for
poetry in 1954 for his book The Waking. His chief influence was W.H. Auden, and later
Whitman. His second book, The Lost Son, contains several of his “greenhouse poems” and are
considered to be among the best things Roethke wrote.
Roethke's pioneering explorations of nature, regional settings, depth psychology, and personal
confessionalism--coupled with his stylistic innovations in open form poetics and his mastery of
traditional, fixed forms--have secured his reputation as one of the most distinguished and widely
read American poets of the twentieth century.

TRAIN WHISTLES FOOTNOTE
Here are a few of my favorite train whistles and horns:
www.trainweb.org/wnyrhs/minilesliesu3l.wav
www.trainweb.org/wnyrhs/minipennbanshee.wav
www.trainweb.org/wnyrhs/minip5.wav
www.trainweb.org/wnyrhs/minib&o3chime.wav
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Love Poem with Trash Compactor

I discovered today’s poet, Andrea Cohen, through her work with the Blacksmith House Poetry
Series. Founded in 1973, The Blacksmith House Poetry Series features both established and
emerging writers of poetry and fiction. The series is sponsored by the Cambridge Center for
Adult Education and holds readings at the Blacksmith House, site of the village smithy and
spreading chestnut tree of Longfellow’s 1839 poem "The Village Blacksmith.
Love Poem with Trash Compactor
What I loved about 1970, I couldn’t
know then: denim bell bottoms, our pet
schnauzer, Psyche, yes, and the elevator
like a slow, brass skeleton at Mrs. Edson’s
Southern School for Ballroom Dance.
I loved that I knew not to touch
the electric fence behind our house
again. I loved the hammock that dipped
like a Cheshire smile between two oaks
and Saturday mornings sorting medical journals
on my father’s office floor, concocting a maze
of depression and psychosis. I loved my guppies
and black mollies except when they lunched
on each other. I loved the willow tree
in Abby Goldsmith’s yard, that she said
49% of it was mine. I loved
that when I hung from a branch too high
and hollered for my father, six
men eventually came running. I loved
the forts built in abandoned lots, the creek bed
dry or nearly brimming. I loved
root beer and sarsaparilla, that I could return
the new shoes resembling corrective Mary Janes.
I loved a different boy every day.
It was 1970, the era of free love,
and I was nine. Olin Shivers,
Einstein’s descendent, Gordon Beckham, future
quarterback and banker, Arthur Gidding,
quiet, blonde, perpetually disappearing.
Love as lazy Susan, so the unrequited nature
of affection in its particulars never smarted
long. And Venus McCamish, with whom I played
Samson and Delilah during the Tom Jones special.
It’s not unusual that I loved her too, and hence,
I guess, the Bible with its harsh romanticism.
I loved Lot’s wife for looking back,
Adam for pulling up his bootstraps,
and yes, I loved the trash compactor
in the Sears and Roebuck catalogue,
its promise to condense
a week’s refuse into a briefcase.
I loved its potential

to disguise our waste,
our taste for excess, predilection to bite
off what could not be swallowed for all
the children starving in Hunan and Timbuktu.
I hated that my mother had forbidden
the investment, insisting that we feel the size
and heft of our desire, that we sense
the awkward weight of plenty and lug
the cumbersome bags of what we couldn’t use
up to the cul-de-sac. I hated that she made
my sisters and me wait by the mailbox
hemmed with liriope, instructed us to thank the man
who leapt like Fred Astaire’s younger, dumpy brother
from the back of the trash truck, to shake
his earnest, leathered, outstretched hand and not forget him.
—by Andrea Cohen

POET NOTES
Andrea Cohen's poems and stories have appeared in The Atlantic Monthly, The Threepenny
Review, Glimmertrain, The Iowa Review, Memorious and elsewhere. Her first poetry collection,
The Cartographer's Vacation, received the Owl Creek Poetry Prize; other honors include a PEN
Discovery Award and Glimmertrain's Short Fiction Award. She directs the Blacksmith House
Reading Series in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
EDUCATION & CAREER—In the mid 1980’s Andrea Cohen received her MFA from Iowa
Writer's Workshop, where she was also a Teaching-Writing Fellow Cohen says: it was a luxury
to be young and somewhere where poetry seems like the most important thing in the world,
where people are on fire for it. I lived in a big old Victorian house with three other poets and the
clack-clack-clack of manual typewriters on the front porch. That, and cigarettes and Special
Export and warm gin. In addition to directing the Blacksmith House Reading Series, Cohen
writes about marine research.h at MIT
LATEST BOOK—"Long Division" by Andrea Cohen was published by Salmon Poetry
(September 2009) and selected as "Poetry Book of the Month" (June 2010) in the Observer
newspaper. It is a collection of free verse and is a recommended introduction for those new to
her poetic style.

IN HER OWN WORDS— Andrea Cohen
I started writing poetry when I was very young. I hung out with my dog in the woods and would
recite poems to him. He was a very good dog and did not let on that the poetry was very bad. I
also kept a spy journal, and built forts in strangers’ yards. I haven’t changed much; my means of
trespass are just a little more subtle now.
So many poets have and will influence me. Phillip Levine was a teacher early on, and I learned a
lot from his voice. Eastern European poets such as Tadeusz Różewicz and Wisława Szymborska
have meant much to me, as have Keats and Russell Edson, Frank O’Hara, Carlos Drummond de
Andrade, Yannis Ritsos, James Tate and Emily Dickinson. It’s a long list that will get longer.
And then there are the books that I’m reading right now: Jane Hirshfield, Ian McEwan, Gail
Caldwell, Bob Hicok, Tennessee Williams.
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Magic Spell of Rain
I love the rain, I passionately love the rain,
the mad rains and the gentle rains
the chaste rains and the rains like unbridled women,
refreshing rains and endless boring rains.
I love the rain, I passionately love the rain.
I like to wallow in its tall white grass,
I like to break its threads and walk with them
in my teeth
so that men watching me grow dizzy.
I know it isn't so nice to say,
'I am the most beautiful woman on earth',
it isn't nice and maybe it isn't even true,
but allow me, when it rains, only when it rains,
to say the magic words,
'I am the most beautiful woman on earth',
the most beautiful because it is raining,
and the fringes of rain in my hair become me.
I am the most beautiful woman
because the wind blows
and my dress desperately struggles to hide my knees.
I am the most beautiful woman because you
are far away, and I am waiting for you,
and you know I am waiting.
I am the most beautiful woman because I know how to wait,
and still I wait.
There's an intense scent of love in the air.
People passing by sniff the rain to catch its traces.
In such a rain, one can fall in love in an instant.
All those who pass by are in love
and I am waiting for you.
I love the rain, I passionately love the rain,
the mad rains and the gentle rains
the chaste rains and the rains like unbridled women.
—by Ana Blandiana
Descântec de ploaie
Iubesc ploile, iubesc cu patimă ploile,
Înnebunitele ploi şi ploile calme,
Ploile feciorelnice şi ploile-dezlănţuite femei,
Ploile proaspete şi plictisitoarele ploi fără sfârşit,
Iubesc ploile, iubesc cu patimă ploile,
Îmi place să mă tăvălesc prin iarba lor albă, înaltă,
Îmi place să le rup firele şi să umblu cu ele în dinţi,
Să ameţească, privindu-mă astfel, bărbaţii.

Magic Spell of Rain

Ştiu că-i urât să spui "Sunt cea mai frumoasă femeie",
E urât şi poate nici nu e adevărat,
Dar lasă-mă atunci când plouă,
Numai atunci când plouă,
Să rostesc magica formulă "Sunt cea mai frumoasă femeie".
Sunt cea mai frumoasă femeie pentru că plouă
Şi-mi stă bine cu franjurii ploii în păr,
Sunt cea mai frumoasă femeie pentru că-i vânt
Şi rochia se zbate disperată să-mi ascundă genunchii,
Sunt cea mai frumoasă femeie pentru că tu
Eşti departe plecat şi eu te aştept,
Şi tu ştii că te-aştept,
Sunt cea mai frumoasă femeie şi ştiu să aştept
Şi totuşi aştept.
E-n aer miros de dragoste viu,
Şi toţi trecătorii adulmecă ploaia să-i simtă mirosul,
Pe-o asemenea ploaie poţi să te-ndrăgosteşti fulgerător,
Toţi trecătorii sunt îndrăgostiţi,
Şi eu te aştept.
Doar tu ştii Iubesc ploile,
Iubesc cu patimă ploile, înnebunitele ploi şi ploile calme,
Ploile feciorelnice şi ploile-dezlănţuite femei...
—by Ana Blandiana
POET NOTES
Ana Blandiana is one of the most widely acclaimed Romanian writers working today, both at
home and abroad. Her books have been published in translation in sixteen countries, and she has
received many Romanian and international literary prizes and awards. Blandiana’s work is
representative of an impressive generation of young poets who saved Romanian poetry from
becoming an instrument of Communist propaganda. Blandiana's dedication to her art has been
sustained by an unflinching commitment to spiritual values and moral ideals, despite being
banned several times from publishing in her own country. Deeply patriotic in her loyalties, she
has been a prominent dissident and a respected public voice for freedom and democratic change.
Blandiana was born Otilia-Valeria Coman on March 25, 1942 in Timisoara, the only child of
Gheorghe Coman and Otilia Diacu. She was reared in the Transylvanian city of Oradea, where
her father was a highly respected Orthodox priest and high-school teacher. Blandiana is the name
of the town where her mother was from. Blandiana married essayist Romulus Rusan in 1960.
They have no children.
PUBLICATIONS
Ana Blandiana is a pseudonym for Otilia-Valeria Coman. She has published 17 volumes of
poems, 6 books of essays and 4 works of prose. Her writings have been translated into 16
languages. Although Blandiana began writing in 1959, she is perhaps best known for her
courageous poems from the late 1980's against the repressive Nicolae Ceausecu regime.
Blandiana's work is most readily available in excellent English versions by Peter Jay and Anca
Cristofovici in The Hour of Sand: Selected Poems 1969-1989 (1990), a collection that surveys
the poet's career and also contains an informative introduction.

IN HER OWN WORDS—Ana Blandiana
About writing poetry during the revolution, Blandiana says: Poetry was like the lungs through
which everyone breathed. And this was because poetry, by definition, contains metaphors. A
metaphor is a comparison that is missing a term. This term was invented by the readers.
Poetry couldn’t really be censored because half of what is understood is added by the reader.
This created an almost magical collaboration between the author and reader. And this gave the
reader the feeling that they were free.
Being a poet is sacred, a state of grace, destiny. You cannot say of yourself, 'I am a poet', as you
cannot say about yourself, within the limits of modesty, 'I am a genius.’ It is, however, also an
obligation, a necessity like living that rips the writer away from mankind in order to be its
attentive observer and special voice. Her poem about writing, "The Gift," begins, "My gift is
tragic, like some ancient punishment …. / All I touch turns into words…."
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When Lilacs

I halted for just a moment at the title of this poem then the obvious dawned on me. If you Google
just those two words—"When Lilacs"—you will find over a million references pointing to Walt
Whitman's elegy poem for Abraham Lincoln, assassinated on April 15, 1865: When lilacs last in
door-yard bloom'd, And the great star droop'd in the western sky in the night, I mourn'd—and
yet shall mourn with ever-returning spring. The star represents both Lincoln and historically the
planet Venus which was low in the sky at the time Whitman wrote his poem. Do you think
today's poem by Frank X. Gaspar is also an elegy of sorts?
I remember lilacs blooming in May as well as April when I was a young girl. Every spring our
mother created a “May Altar” to honor the Blessed Virgin Mary on which we put every flower
we could find in the yard—lilacs, tulips, violets, roses, clover from the grass, even dandelions
were placed in a variety of vases and silver soup cans before a statue of Mary. We often said a
little prayer at the altar where we also placed a rosary or two (notice Gaspar’s rosary reference in
his poem). On Friday nights in May in the cool dusk of evening, women and girls (I don’t
remember boys or men being there) would process with flowers and rosaries in hand through a
narrow glen to a sacred grotto behind the church where a life-sized statue of the benevolent Mary
welcomed us. The air was drunk with the scent of roses and peonies as we sang devotional songs
of love for “Our Mother”.
When Lilacs
The pine fence rotted and collapsed,
and then there was nothing between us
and the abandoned lot of the fishpacking company, its wild outbuildings,
the forges and pumps, the truck barn,
the coopery, the workshops, silent
and weedgrown, and the counting-house,
ivy-choked and gone to pigeons and
feral cats─with the lilac tree, stooped
with blossoms, and my mother stealing
among them like a ragged queen, snipping
and gathering, filling milk bottles with
the nodding clusters: she would choke
the house’s sorrows with the lilacs
in the kitchen with its pinched windows,
on the sills and shelves and sinkboard,
on the red round table and the stove’s back,
and lilac water in the vases and jars─
and in every cluttered room, we, who
tilled no gardens and tended nothing
but the tedious rosary of one day at a time,
suddenly rolling among the crowns
of flowers, breathing whatever fever
it was that sweetened the air for that
one time, the time the dead fence crumbled
and nothing stood between us
and the rich swollen purses of the lilacs.
—by Frank X. Gaspar

POET NOTES—Frank Xavier Gaspar, born (1946) and raised in Provincetown,
Massachusetts is a poet, novelist, and professor. A Portuguese-American, his paternal
grandparents immigrated from the Island of San Miguel, and his maternal grandparents from the
Island of Pico, both in the Azorean Archipelago. His ancestors were traditionally whalers and
Grand-Banks fishermen, sailing out of the Islands and then Provincetown.
EDUCATION & CAREER—After graduating from Provincetown High School, Frank Gaspar
spent a year in New York City and then a year in Boston, Mass. before going to sea himself with
the U.S. Navy during the Vietnam War. After his discharge he attended colleges and universities
in California, eventually earning his Master of Fine Arts degree from the Graduate Writing
Program at the University of California, Irvine. During fall semester of 2010, he taught in the
Department of English at the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth as the Endowed Chair
Professor in Portuguese Studies. He is Professor Emeritus at Long Beach City College in Long
Beach, California, and often teaches in the Graduate Writing Program at Antioch University Los
Angeles.
PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS—Gaspar has published poems in numerous journals and
magazines, including Ploughshares, Harvard Review, Kenyon Review, Prairie Schooner, MidAmerican Review, and Gettysburg Review. His poetry has been anthologized in Best American
Poetry 1996 and 2000. He has also won a fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts
and three Pushcart Prizes. Gaspar's first four books all won awards.
MARY OLIVER ON FRANK X. GASPAR—Frank Gaspar’s poems are agile and forceful,
their narratives clear and absorbing. In them he is speaking to the reader—but also to himself,
or perhaps to some hazy divinity, or to the blue sky. I felt in his voice no attempt to persuade me
of anything. I felt only the abiding imperative to get it right. Which is, of course, what real
writing is all about.
IN HIS OWN WORDS— Frank Xavier Gaspar
There is a cliché about contemporary American poetry that goes something like this: 'We have
freed ourselves from any taboos on form or subject matter.' What a lie. Devotional poems are
mostly taboo; they certainly are if they are, say, conservative Christian. Poems praising the
government are taboo. These are hyperbolic examples. You get my drift. It’s very hard to go
down an individual road. The world of art is as hermetic as NBA basketball. So when I see
someone authentic and bold, and not adopting the stance handed to him or her in grad school, I
rejoice.
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Burning Monk

From Wikipedia: Thich Quang Duc was a Vietnamese Mahayana Buddhist monk who burned
himself to death at a busy Saigon road intersection (Phanh Dinh Phung & Le Van Duyet) on
June 11, 1963. Thich Quang Duc was protesting against the persecution of Buddhists by South
Vietnam’s Ngo Dinh Diem administration. Photos of his self-immolation were circulated widely
across the world and brought attention to the policies of the Diệm regime. Malcolm Browne won
a Pulitzer Prize for his iconic photo of the monk's death, as did David Halberstam for his written
account. After his death, his body was re-cremated, but his heart remained intact. This was
interpreted as a symbol of compassion and led Buddhists to revere him as a bodhisattva (a
heroic-minded enlightened being) heightening the impact of his death on the public psyche.
Burning Monk
From the remains
of his cremation,
the monks recovered
the seat of Thich Quang Duc's
consciousness—
a bloodless protest
to awaken the heart
of the oppressor
offered
at the crossing of
Phanh Dinh Phung
& Le Van Duyet
doused in gasoline &
immolated by 4-meter
flames the orange-robed
arhat folded in
the stillness
of full lotus
his body withering
his crown blackening
his flesh charring
his corpse collapsing
his heart refusing to burn
his heart refusing to burn
his heart refusing to burn
—by Shin Yu Pai
(from Adamantine White Pine Press September 2010)

POET NOTES—Shin Yu Pai grew up in what she calls “The Inland Empire” of Southern
California (Riverside) and has lived and worked in Boston, Madrid, Boulder, Chicago, Dallas,
Taipei, and Seattle. In addition to her work as a poet, she is also an oral historian, photographer,
and editor. She currently resides in Conway, Arkansas.
EDUCATION & CAREER
Shin Yu Pai has an MFA in writing and photography from The School of the Art Institute of
Chicago and an MA in Museology (the discipline of museum design, organization, and
management) from University of Washington. Ms. Pai has over 15 year of experience in the arts
and nonprofit sectors in program development, donor cultivation, educational outreach, special
events management, database administration and office management. She has three years of
newspaper and agency experience as a copy editor, writer, and proofreader, as well as extensive
freelance writing experience. Pai often teaches poetry classes and leads poetry workshops. She
has also assisted students with portfolio preparation for admission into MFA programs.
You can contact her through her website at: http://www.shinyupai.com/
PUBLICATIONS
Shin Yu Pai is the author of seven books of poetry. Her work has appeared in publications
throughout the U.S., Japan, China, Taiwan, The United Kingdom, and Canada. Poems have been
commissioned by the Dallas Museum of Art and her work is also featured in the Poetry-inMotion Program sponsored by DART. She has been a featured presenter at major events
including the Montreal Zen Poetry Festival and the Geraldine Dodge Poetry Festival.
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Mountain Stick

I found today’s poem in a 1984 edition of an intriguing book (half-price bookstore purchase)
titled Mountain Tea and Other Poems. I carried the book around like a pacifier, reluctant to put it
down. When I went to research new-to-me Canadian poet Peter Van Toorn, I came up with
very little. Van Toorn apparently now lives in obscurity like J.D. Salinger. Some critics say that
the source of this poet’s neglect is the jealousy of his would-be peers, very few of whom (it is
suggested) can hold a candle to him. As Van Toorn puts it, the revised edition of Mountain Tea
and Other Poems (Vehicule Press, 2003) should be enough to “shake’n bake their envy-schooled
tongues.” Dear readers, if you can enlighten me about Peter Van Toorn, please do.
Mountain Stick
For pitee renneth soone in gentil herte —Chaucer
As fit for swinging and full of good oak
as the day it was cut down for a walk;
and taken for granted on any hike
till out climbing up a bouldershot brook
one fall, up mountain; and stopping to shake
the stiffness out of my walk, and just make
some tea in the shade by the brook, I woke
to a moon; and like the world’s oldest book
I read my father’s spiral in the stick’s
bronze skin, with flowers here and there cut out,
a line no shoulderload, sweaty hands, nicks
or scratches from years of walking would flout:
a lifeline–one world, one heart, one motion–
swinging through darkness with the sun and moon.
—by Peter Van Toorn (from Mountain Tea and other Poems)

POET NOTES—Peter Van Toorn was born in Holland in 1944 and moved to Montreal as a
child. He attended McGill University and taught for almost 30 years at John Abbott College in
Ste Anne de Bellevue, where he now lives, out of the limelight. His masterpiece is the originally
critically-neglected Mountain Tea and other Poems which was published in 2003 in a revised
second edition. Originally published in 1984, it soon slipped into obscurity. Critics say Van
Toorn’s poetry is as rooted in various ancient traditions of verse as it is in jazz rhythms and the
vernacular of the Canadian present. is equally masterful in free verse.
Zach Wells (of Books in Canada) describes Peter Van Toorn’s work in Mountain Tea and Other
Poems: Van Toorn’s poetry explodes the false dichotomies of postmodern and classical,
formalist and avant-garde, traditional and experimental. Van Toorn’s poetic resources seem
almost limitless. He uses repetition in all its forms (anaphora, epistrophe, symploce, anadiplosis
as well as less regular patterns) better than any contemporary poet I know of, in a way that
almost always appears effortless and natural. His verse embodies Lao Tsu’s maxim, which Van
Toorn quotes as an epigraph to “Mountain Fox”: “Woe to him who willfully innovates while
ignorant of the constant.” Mountain Tea is a lesson to poets about dedication to the craft, of how
to make the work of hours, as Yeats put it, “seem a moment’s thought.” Beyond that it is also a
howl to read, especially aloud. Allowing it to go out of print once was a mistake. To do it again
would be a crime.
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The Hatching

I share with today’s poet, Kate Daniels, a love for “The Nutcracker Suite”. It was “the delicate
food afloat in the air I swallowed". For those who could afford it, my school arranged an annual
trip to Cincinnati’s renowned Music Hall. I had never been inside that gorgeous building and had
very little knowledge of classical music. In 8th grade, Virginia Ruehlmann (kind daughter of
Cincinnati workhorse councilman and mayor Eugene Ruehlmann) offered me a gift ticket to a
performance of The Nutcracker. That fortuitous experience woke me up to a whole new world. A
few years later, after saving enough money to buy the LP, I took a bus downtown to Willis
Music store, then on the corner of 7th and Race. Too shy to ask for help, I spent a long time in
the classical section fingering through the LPs that were alphabetized by the composer’s last
name. A merciful store clerk finally interceded. Learning what I was looking for, she gently led
me away from the “CH”’s to the end of the aisle where I discovered to my embarrassment that
“Tchaikovsky” was spelled with a “T”.
The Hatching
Burning in our twin scarlet fevers,
we were laid out, feet to feet,
on the worn, gold sofa, my brother and me.
A doctor stood above us, his forehead
pleated into folds of mottled flesh.
Our young mother stood in her winter coat
smoking the butt of a cigarette in the cold
dank air of our home. Behind her, unheated
rooms flared with unmade beds and stale twists
of soiled laundry. If perhaps she sought a brief
oblivion in nicotine, I should not blame her now.
For the furnace was shot, and no odors of dinner
cooking wafted from the kitchen, and our father
was not there. We saw him in our mind's eye
several miles away, leaning on the bar, seeking
his own relief in a cheap bottle of bitter beer.
To make us well, the doctor plunged his needles
in our naked rumps, and pulled the blankets tight
beneath our chins. And then—for reasons I cannot
conceive, and so I call it grace—removed from his car's
dark trunk, thick platters of old music encased
in paper sleeves. He carried them inside where we lay, burning.
On our ancient player: The Nutcracker Suite,
some strange and delicate food afloat in the air I swallowed
hungrily with my ears.
And when I turned
from the harsh click of the needle's arm resettling
itself in its metal saddle, the world was stained glass,
my body a delicate canvas of skin over bone.
Something had once been painted there beautifully
and with care. And if it had worn away over the years,
or grown encased in a kind of shell? I suddenly saw
I could get back my beauty. I could peck my way out

like any young god, or a duckling, the black swan
hatching in a nest of white, the dark hum
of music in a small, tight place that resists
giving way till the final moment. Then it shudders
apart in an orgy of exit, and the shell—the shell cracks open.
—by Kate Daniels

POET NOTES
Born in a working-class section of Southside Richmond, Virginia, in 1953, Kate Daniels is the
daughter of a British war bride, Jean Graham, who divorced her American-serviceman husband
after two years before marrying Daniels's father, Harry E. Daniels, in 1952. Kate Daniels is the
first member of her family to attend college. Her poetry consistently explores aspects of genderbased and Southern working class experience, and has been described as “distinct in the general
history of southern poetry in its devotion to recovering the urban, working-class South,
presenting a vision of the literal and cultural poverty of such lives."
(www.encyclopediavirginia.org). Ms. Daniels resides in Nashville, Tennessee where she teaches
at Vanderbilt and has been married to Geoff Macdonald, head coach of women's tennis at
Vanderbilt, since 1986. They have three grown children.
EDUCATION & CAREER—Kate Daniels was educated at the University of Virginia
(B.A. and M.A. in English Literature) and Columbia University (M.F.A. School of the
Arts). Her teaching career has taken her to the University of Virginia; the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst; Louisiana State University; Wake Forest University;
Bennington College; and Vanderbilt University. She has served as Poet in Residence at
Duke University Medical Center and Vanderbilt University Medical Center. She is also
on the writing faculty of the Washington (D.C.) Center for Psychoanalysis.
PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS—All four of Kate Daniels’ books have won awards: The White
Wave (Pittsburgh, 1984), The Niobe Poems (Pittsburgh, 1988), Four Testimonies (LSU Press,
1998), A Walk in Victoria’s Secret, (LSU Press, 2010). Daniels was recently named the winner
of the 2011 Hanes Award for Poetry by the Fellowship of Southern Writers for her work to date.
Her individual poems have appeared in numerous journals and magazines, and have been the
recipient of numerous awards. Daniels is fine-tuning a prose book, Slow Fuse of the Possible: On
Poetry & Psychoanalysis, to submit to publishers.

IN HER OWN WORDS— Kate Daniels
Kate Daniels on her new poetry collection, A Walk in Victoria's Secret: I grew up in the white
working class in the South, and I still carry around a lot of class rage on behalf of my family,
who have stayed where they have always been while I've evolved, socially and economically, out
of that life. Plus, I have all the gender rage that has energized Baby Boomer feminists like me.
These things — however personally they're experienced — are universals, aren't they? This book
in particular, I think, explores aspects of the entirely destructive, humanly wasteful ways in
which poor whites and poor blacks of my generation in the South were divided and separated
from each other — manipulated, really, by and for the advantage of economically powerful
whites.
The main difficulty for me is how to prevent rage from deforming the poem. I have to keep poems
around me for a long time in order to guard against that. And I have to let certain people who
will be brutally honest with me take a look at them at some point. I think of Philip Levine as one
of my poetry fathers. Phillip’s poems about his early life in working-class Detroit, and his use of
his own class rage in his poetry throughout his entire career convinced me, against all odds, that
someone like me could aspire to writing poetry. I would never have had the courage to write my
poems in the way that I write them without the inspiration of his example.
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To My Father’s Business

Possibly the last interview poet Kenneth Koch gave was to John Stoehr of CityBeat Magazine
(Cincinnati) in May of 2001.The interview took place at the downtown public library of
Cincinnati where Koch gave a poetry reading that same day. Tomorrow night, in celebration of
National Poetry Month, the public library of Cincinnati & Hamilton County presents a poetry
reading by members of the Greater Cincinnati Writers League and Little Pocket Poetry. Join us
to hear the poetry of: Jerry Judge, Ella Cather-Davis, Karen George, Kate Fadick, Sue Howard,
Valerie Chronis-Bickett, Connie Vaughn, Terri Petersen, Susan Glassmeyer, and Bucky Ignatius.
POETRY READING!
TUESDAY APRIL 26, 7PM
THE CINCINNATI PUBLICDOWNTOWN LIBRARY
800 VINE STREET
The Cincinnati Writers League was been meeting monthly without cease since 1930!
Little Pocket Poetry is still being burped and diapered.
To My Father's Business
Leo bends over his desk
Gazing at a memorandum
While Stuart stands beside him
With a smile, saying,
"Leo, the order for those desks
Came in today
From Youngstown Needle and Thread!"
C. Loth Inc., there you are
Like Balboa the conqueror
Of those who want to buy office furniture
Or bar fixtures
In nineteen forty in Cincinnati, Ohio!
Secretaries pound out
Invoices on antique typewriters—
Dactyllographs
And fingernail biters.
I am sitting on a desk
Looking at my daddy
Who is proud of but feels unsure about
Some aspects of his little laddie.
I will go on to explore
Deep and/or nonsensical themes
While my father's on the dark hardwood floor
Hit by a couple of Ohio sunbeams.
Kenny, he says, some day you'll work in the store.
But I felt "never more" or "never ever"
Harvard was far away
World War Two was distant
Psychoanalysis was extremely expensive
All of these saved me from you.
C. Loth you made my father happy
I saw his face shining
He laughed a lot, working in you
He said to Miss Ritter

His secretary
"Ritt, this is my boy, Kenny!"
"Hello there Kenny," she said
My heart in an uproar
I loved you but couldn't think
Of staying with you
I can see the virtues now
That could come from being in you
A sense of balance
Compromise and acceptance—
Not isolated moments of brilliance
Like a girl without a shoe,
But someone that you
Care for every day—
Need for customers and the economy
Don't go away.
There were little pamphlets
Distributed in you
About success in business
Each about eight to twelve pages long
One whole series of them
All ended with the words
"P.S. He got the job"
One a story about a boy who said,
"I swept up the street, Sir,
Before you got up." Or
"There were five hundred extra catalogues
So I took them to people in the city who have a dog"—
P.S. He got the job.
I didn't get the job
I didn't think that I could do the job
I thought I might go crazy in the job
Staying in you
You whom I could love
But not be part of
The secretaries clicked
Their Smith Coronas closed at five p.m.
And took the streetcars to Kentucky then
And I left too.
—by Kenneth Koch
POET NOTES—was born Jay Kenneth Koch in Cincinnati, Ohio on February 27th, 1925. He
began writing poetry at an early age, discovering the work of Shelley and Keats in his teenage
years. During the 1950s, he met his first wife Janice, who traveled Europe with Koch during his
Fulbright fellowship. Their daughter, Katherine, was born in 1956. wife Janice, who traveled
Europe with Koch during his Fulbright fellowship. Their daughter, Katherine, was born in 1956.
His first wife died in 1981, and Koch married his second wife, Karen, in 1994. He was inducted
into the American Academy of Arts and Letters in 1996. Koch died at the age of 77 after a yearlong battle with leukemia in 2002.

PUBLICATIONS—Kenneth Koch was a prolific writer up until his death in 2002. He wrote at
least twenty volumes of poetry, three works of fiction, nine books of non-fiction, hundreds of
avant-garde plays and parodies, and countless articles for newspapers and magazines. One critic
said: “Koch breathed new life into the atrophying lungs of modernist poetry by using fresh
imagery, lightness, color, humor and good old-fashioned cheekiness.” In 1970, Koch released a
pioneering book in poetry education, Wishes, Lies and Dreams: Teaching Children To Write
Poetry. Over the next 30 years, he followed this book with other books and anthologies on poetry
education tailored toward teaching poetry appreciation and composition to children, adults, and
the elderly. He drew heavily on his experiences as a professor of English, combined with the
world-hopping lifestyle expected of a New York School poet.
EDUCATION & CAREER—At the age of 18, Kenneth Koch served in WWII as a U.S. Army
infantryman in the Philippines. After his service, he attended Harvard University, where he met
future “New York School” cohorts Frank O'Hara and John Ashbery. After graduating from
Harvard in 1948, and moving to New York City, Koch studied for and received his Ph.D. from
Columbia University.
Koch taught poetry classes at Columbia University, where his classes were popular among
students in and out of his department. His wild humor and intense teaching style, often
punctuated by unusual physicality (a man in his seventies standing on a table to shout lines by
Walt Whitman) and outbursts of vocal performance often drawn from Italian opera, drew many
non-English majors and alumni into his classes. Some of the spirit of these lectures is contained
in his final book on poetry education, Making Your Own Days (1998), which was the primary
textbook for his "Modern Poetry" courses.
IN HIS OWN WORDS—Kenneth Koch— ‘Fresh Air’ (a poem by Koch) is all about that
awful academic poetry that I hated, that, I suppose, I was reacting against. I mean, all of these
drippy people writing poems about being professors and having affairs with students and their
marriages breaking up and Thor and Odysseus and all this stuff. It was boring.
Extremely valuable for me, perhaps the most valuable in the whole career part of my life, was
having friends like John Ashbery and Frank O’Hara, whom I was envious of and inspired by. It
was absolutely wonderful, because it’s all very well to be the poet in the little place where
nobody else is a poet, and everybody says, “Oh isn’t that wonderful? You’re a poet.” But it
doesn’t really inspire you; it doesn’t make you nervous enough to try for more things. Whereas
Frank and John and I were always showing each other our poems. Every evening, we’d see each
other and pull poems out of our pockets, and it was unnerving and inspiring.
Would I be happy to go to Heaven with this (poem) pinned on to my angelic jacket as an
entrance show?
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The Platypus Speaks

The platypus is an egg-laying, venomous, duck-billed semi-aquatic mammal that baffled
naturalists when they first encountered it—akin perhaps to the odd breed of contemporary
politician clamoring for reality-TV stature and a.m. radio ego-enhancement, but I digress. And
who would think to write a poem about the platypus, let alone do it in the form of a sestina?
Well, meet poet Sandra Beasley. The Platypus Speaks is a tightly bound sestina that does not
overwhelm the reader because it is not forced or pretentious. In fact, a reader unfamiliar with the
form can simply enjoy the poem’s music and narrative. Beasley’s poem is filled with fun facts.
The mama platypus has a pair of ovaries but only the left one is functional; no nipples, only
sweat glands that secrete milk which the pups lick out of her little belly-button like grooves.
Before she forages for her own food, mama plugs up the nest with dollops of mud to protect her
babies. The platypus is a carnivore who hunts 12 hours a day using electroreception and will
often poison its prey via its little ankle spurs before eating it. If you must know more, consider
Googling ‘platypusary’.

The Platypus Speaks
As far as the duck-billed platypus goes,
I'd like to point out there's no other kind
of platypus. You don't say horse-hooved deer
or moth-winged butterfly. A beast should be
her own best description. I deserve that,
having survived a hundred thousand years
of You would make a fine-looking hat. Years
take their toll—the right ovary that goes
on the fritz every time, flat feet, and that
tangled mess of our sex: ten different kinds
of X, Y, and yeah, blind dates tend to be
a disaster. We're not sluts like the deer;
it's June through October only, my dear.
Then we build deeper burrows for the year,
each dirt plug a form of daycare. To be
a mom must suck, or so the saying goes,
except we've got no teats—only a kind
of belly-gulley, where milk pools so that
the platypups can lap it up. Take that,
Disney. Bambi's mom was never a deer
daiquiri. Takes a particular kind
of woman to do that for seven years,
twins every time, while the deadbeat dad goes
back to his bachelor pad. He must be
so satisfied—lazy as a queen bee—
stroking his only weapons, hind spurs that
barnacled to his ankles. Out he goes
with enough venom to kill angry deer,

but would he save me from hunters? No.Years
teach me not to expect a card, a kind
Mother's Day word, or flowers of any kind.
There's no alimony in the wild, beware.
Even minor developments take years.
But evolution's crawl has its perks: that
way I track electric waves, swift as deer,
swiveling to go as the hot shrimp goes,
each soul-spark a kind of beacon. If that
makes me the bad guy, Disney, be a dear:
wait a thousand years, then see how it goes.
—by Sandra Beasley

POET NOTES—Sandra Beasey lives and works in Washington, D.C. She graduated from the
University of Virginia (where she was mentored by poet Gregory Orr), and later received an
MFA degree from American University in Washington, D.C. Ms. Beasley serves on the Board
for the Writer's Center and she hosts a reading series at the Arts Club of Washington. She is an
editor for The American Scholar.
PUBLICATION & AWARDS—Sandra Beasley’s poems have appeared in many literary
journals. She is the author of I Was the Jukebox (W. W. Norton, 2010, winner of the Barnard
Women Poets Prize) and Theories of Falling, (New Issues, 2008, winner of the New Issues
Poetry Prize). Her forthcoming book, a memoir titled Don’t Kill the Birthday Girl: Tales from an
Allergic Life, will be published by Crown.
IN HER OWN WORDS— Sandra Beasey
As for a routine to my writing schedule… Sometimes I draft every day for a month, sometimes I
go three months without writing a thing. Mostly I draft on my laptop, but I use longhand and
legal pads too. I like a variety of settings, so I might start work in my downstairs studio and then
move to my bedroom rocking chair; sometimes I write on the balcony, sometimes in a bar. I am
100% night owl, though, and would happily always write between midnight and 3 AM.
I respect the specter of the hermit-poet, who does not want to do any meeting or greeting. But I
can't empathize at all, and there is a very proud tradition of poets who cultivate community. If I
can make the void a little less echo-ey, whether by hosting readings in my living room or
introducing people, I will. And I wouldn't give up those 3 AM conversations on the last night of
the AWP conference for anything.
My website (www.SandraBeasley.Com) started because of "Sandra Beasley and the Spaz Rats,"
my internet doppelganger who is a renowned expert on alternative medicine for rodents. I am
not making this up. Her name was already all over the web, and I knew unless I actively
established my own identity, there were going to be some confused Googlers in the poetry world.
… I try to update the site two times a month with readings and recent publications. I haven't
gotten any inquiries about using magnets to treat a rat with a sprained ankle, so I guess my
initial goal has been met.

SANDRA BEASLEY ON THE SESTINA
For a while I have been playing with sestinas--a complex and acrobatic form in which your first
six-line stanza determines the end words for six subsequent stanzas, to be used in a prescribed
order, not to mention incorporating an approximately iambic pentameter line. The form lends
itself to poems of meditation, obsession, even a rant in the voice of an angry mama platypus (e.g.
"The Platypus Speaks").
FYI DISNEY & THE PLATYPUS—Perry the Platypus is an anthropomorphic platypus from
the Disney animated television series Phineas and Ferb. Perry is a member of an all-animal
espionage organization referred to as The O.W.C.A. ("Organization Without a Cool Acronym").
From Disney Wiki: Perry was made a platypus because of the animal's striking appearance and
the lack of public knowledge of the animal, which allows the writers to make things up about the
species. Critical reception for the character from both professionals and fans have been
considerably positive. Merchandising of the character includes plush toys and t-shirts, along
with appearances in literature and a 2009 video game for Nintendo. I can only surmise that
poet Sandra Beasley is in the know about this show.
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The Baal Shem Tov
All the old metaphors
are speechless, and the old truths
lie on exhibit in the morgue,
each with an oaktag label
on its big toe. Unless I am there,
Gautama is still questioning
under the Bodhi tree,
while in Bethlehem Mary’s womb stays
heavy, the ox and ass
looking on in mute compassion.
In the forest where you grew up
there was a small clearing
you liked to pray in. You would watch
the projects of the ants, or follow
a spider as it strung its web
in the crook of a maple-branch. Birdsong
unwound above you in lucid
confirmation. Whenever
you happened on the bloody remains
of a rabbit or squirrel, you buried them
gently, and recited
the Blessing upon meeting sorrow
face to Face. Prayer was
a quality of attention.
To make so much room
for the given
that it can appear as gift.
Years later they would come to you,
the doubters and the devout,
asking their pathless questions.
You wanted to get down on all fours.
You wanted to moo, or stand there
on tiptoe, flapping your wings.
What could you say, when the Good Name
was everywhere you were, uttered
by nightstorm and cloud and sunlight,
in fervor or grief. The few words
that you did find seemed
tinier than colored pebbles.
You had to pull them up quickly,
quickly, from far away.
—by Stephen Mitchell

The Baal Shem Tov

FOOT NOTE—The Baal Shem Tov was a mystical rabbi who is considered to be the founder
of Hasidic Judaism, a branch of Orthodox Judaism that promotes spirituality and joy through the
popularisation and internalisation of the Jewish faith. It was founded in 18th Century Eastern
Europe by Rabbi Israel Baal Shem Tov as a reaction against overly legalistic Judaism.
POET NOTES—Stephen Mitchell was born in 1943 in Brooklyn, New York. He is a poet,
translator, scholar and anthologist. Mitchell is married to bestselling author Byron Katie. He is
known for his translations and adaptations of ancient and modern classics of poetry and wisdom,
drawing forth the central spiritual themes from much of the world's scripture. Often, his books
contain a main section accompanied by a "notes" section which serves as a cross-study of
spiritual themes. Mr. Mitchell is especially well-known for his translations of Rainer Maria
Rilke, the German poet.
EDUCATION & CAREER
Stephen Mitchell was educated at Amherst College, the University of Paris, and Yale University.
PUBLICATIONS—With grace and deep insight, Stephen Mitchell’s many books link together
ideas from Zen Buddhism, Hinduism, Judaism and Christianity. He has translated from the
following languages: German, Hebrew, Latin, French, Spanish, Italian and Danish. He has also
adapted classics from languages he doesn’t know, including: Chinese (Tao Te Ching), Sanskrit
(Bhagavad Gita) and ancient Babylonian (Gilgamesh).
Today’s poem is from Mitchell’s only book of poems, Parables and Portraits (Harper Collins,
1991)—now out of print, but if you go to: www.alibris.com or Amazon you can find copies for
under a dollar. The pieces range through history and myth, and investigate, encounter, or become
such figures as Spinoza, Freud, Eve, Hitler, Cinderella, Faust, Montaigne, Achilles, and Jonah,
and the illustrious camel who passed through the needle’s eye.
In addition to Mitchell’s poetry and translations, he has written fiction as well as non-fiction:
The Gospel According to Jesus (Harper Perennial 1993) and A Thousand Names for Joy: Living
in Harmony with the Way Things Are (a collaboration bringing together the Tao with reflections
by spiritualist Byron Katie), Harmony Books, 2007.
IN HIS OWN WORDS— Stephen Mitchell—Prayer has nothing necessarily religious about
it. A mathematician working at a problem or a little kid trying to pick out scales on the piano is a
person at prayer. French philosopher Simone Weil. She wrote, "Absolutely unmixed attention is
prayer." She's not saying prayer is absolute unmixed attention; it's the other way. The attention
itself is the quality that she wants to call prayer. So whatever context you're putting it in, whether
it's inside a church or, you know, inside a toy box, that's the quality that is the sacred one, where
there's nothing else in the world but that little girl's attempt to draw a red circle or that
physicist's attempt to make sense out of apparently messy facts.
Prayer can be just everything that you do from moment to moment as an expression of
your gratitude. And you're just expressing life as it comes with such clarity, with such
open arms that there's nothing left but prayer.
For a compelling dialogue with Stephen Mitchell in which he describes his paranormal encounter
with and subsequent marriage to author and spiritualist Byron Katie, go to:
www.scottlondon.com/interviews/mitchell.html
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A Peasant

Two quotes to complement today’s poem—
Of all the preposterous assumptions of humanity over humanity, nothing exceeds most of the
criticisms made on the habits of the poor by the well-housed, well-warmed, and well-fed. —
Herman Melville, novelist and poet (1819-1891)
Be kind, for everyone you meet is fighting a great battle. —Philo of Alexandria
A Peasant
Iago Prytherch his name, though, be it allowed,
Just an ordinary man of the bald Welsh hills,
Who pens a few sheep in a gap of cloud.
Docking mangels, chipping the green skin
From the yellow bones with a half-witted grin
Of satisfaction, or churning the crude earth
To a stiff sea of clods that glint in the wind—
So are his days spent, his spittled mirth
Rarer than the sun that cracks the cheeks
Of the gaunt sky perhaps once in a week.
And then at night see him fixed in his chair
Motionless, except when he leans to gob in the fire.
There is something frightening in the vacancy of his mind.
His clothes, sour with years of sweat
And animal contact, shock the refined,
But affected, sense with their stark naturalness.
Yet this is your prototype, who, season by season
Against siege of rain and the wind's attrition,
Preserves his stock, an impregnable fortress
Not to be stormed, even in death's confusion.
Remember him, then, for he, too, is a winner of wars,
Enduring like a tree under the curious stars.
—by R. S. Thomas
POET NOTES
Ronald Stuart Thomas (29 March 1913 – 25 September 2000) is considered one of the major
English language and European poets of the 20th century. He was a Welsh poet and Anglican
clergyman, noted for his nationalism, spirituality and deep dislike of the anglicisation of Wales.
Someone suggested he was the Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn of Wales because he was such a troubler
of the Welsh conscience. R.S. Thomas was married to Mildred (Elsi) Eldridge, an English artist.
Their son, Gwydion, was born 29 August 1945. The Thomas family lived on a tiny income and
lacked the comforts of modern life, largely by the poet's choice.

EDUCATION & CAREER—R.S. Thomas studied at the University College of North Wales
and St. Michael’s College, and was ordained as a priest in The Church of Wales. He retired from
the church in 1978, and he and his wife relocated to one of the most beautiful parts of Wales in a
tiny, unheated cottage where the temperature sometimes dipped below freezing. Free from the
constraints of the church he was able to become more political and active in the campaigns that
were important to him. Between 1936 and 1978, Thomas served in churches located in six
different Welsh towns. These appointments gave him a firsthand knowledge of Welsh farming
life and provided him with a host of characters and settings for his poetry.
PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS—A multitude of books! See Wikipedia. In 1996, R.S. Thomas
was nominated for the Nobel Prize for Literature (the winner that year was Seamus Heaney).
After his death at age 87 an event celebrating his life and poetry was held in Westminster Abbey
with readings from Heaney and others.
WHO IS ‘IAGO PRYTHERCH’?
On a cold dark day in November of 1942, Thomas encountered the bleak reality of the poverty of
Wales—an unknown farmer laboring on the wasted fields of a hill. The experience made a
profound impression on Thomas and compelled him to write 'A Peasant,' his first poem about
Iago Prytherch. The poet says: I devised a character called Iago Prytherch -- an amalgam of
some farmers I used to see at work on the Montgomeryshire hillsides. Prytherch continued to
appear in Thomas’s poems for about 25 years, his last appearance in a volume called Not That
He Brought Flowers (1968).
Iago Prytherch is not a special man. According to Thomas, he is "Just an ordinary man of the
bald Welsh hills.” He is not young, or educated, or rich. He is old and lean. He never owns any
machine like a tractor, which would break the silence on the Welsh hills. Prytherch never stands
on the main road. He is far from town or city, out in his own fields on a hill, exposed only by the
words of the poet. He works there silently.
IN HIS OWN WORDS—Ronald Stuart Thomas
As long as I was a priest of the Church, I felt an obligation to try to present the Bible message in
a more or less orthodox way. I never felt that I was employed by the Church to preach my own
beliefs and doubts and questionings. Some people were curious to know whether I did not feel
some conflict between my two vocations. But I always replied that Christ was a poet, that the
New Testament was poetry, and that I had no difficulty preaching the New Testament in its
poetic context.
For a short but striking film of R.S. Thomas made 1995 go to:
telescoper.wordpress.com/2011/04/25/r-s-thomas-a-short-biography/#comment-14228
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A Green Crab’s Shell

The last poem of this series will appear tomorrow. So I'll take the opportunity today to thank all
readers who welcomed these poems into your hearts—and pockets. Those who passed the poems
along to friends, family and coworkers; who printed them out and made little collections to read
later when you'll have time to indulge them; who wrote back with poems of your own or offered
poems suggestions. One reader sent poem responses to the April Gifts with accompanying
photos of gorgeous flowers that grow in her Maine garden. Another dropped off a thank you note
with a chocolate egg in my mailbox at work (great idea!). A few of you even created poetry
month projects in your own communities! Thanks also to the featured poets who generously
introduced me to other poets and poems I would otherwise not know about. From Arizona to
New York City to rural Norway, you wrote back with your own blessed stories, all evoked by
these April poems. Writers writing back to writers—it doesn’t get much better than that. I
appreciate your responses more than I can say in this brief email. Thank you all for helping
sustain this project. Stay in touch. Stay inspired. Allow poetry to save your "one wild and
precious life."—Susan
A Green Crab’s Shell
Not, exactly, green:
closer to bronze
preserved in kind brine,
something retrieved
from a Greco-Roman wreck,
patinated and oddly
muscular. We cannot
know what his fantastic
legs were like-though evidence
suggests eight
complexly folded
scuttling works
of armament, crowned
by the foreclaws'
gesture of menace
and power. A gull's
gobbled the center,
leaving this chamber
--size of a demitasse-open to reveal
a shocking, Giotto blue.
Though it smells
of seaweed and ruin,

this little traveling case
comes with such lavish lining!
Imagine breathing
surrounded by
the brilliant rinse
of summer's firmament.
What color is
the underside of skin?
Not so bad, to die,
if we could be opened
into this-if the smallest chambers
of ourselves,
similarly,
revealed some sky.
—by Mark Doty
POET NOTES
Mark Doty was born 1953 in Maryville, Tennessee. Doty's boyhood was lonely; his family
crisscrossed the country moving from one suburban neighborhood to the next. A self-described
"chubby smart bookish sissy with glasses and a Southern accent newly arrived from
unimaginable places," Doty was both stranger and misfit. In 1989, his partner Wally Roberts
tested positive for HIV, which drastically changed Doty’s writing. Roberts's death in 1994
inspired Doty to write Atlantis, and Heaven's Coast: A Memoir which also deals with this
subject. In 1995, he won the T.S. Eliot Prize for Poetry, the first American poet to have done so.
Doty lives in New York City and on the east end of Long Island. His partner since 1995 is the
writer Paul Lisicky. (I think Mark and Paul look remarkably like one another—see photo
attached)
EDUCATION & CAREER—Doty earned his Bachelor of Arts from Drake University in Des
Moines, Iowa, then received his Master of Fine Arts in creative writing from Goddard College in
Vermont. He was the John and Rebecca Moores Professor in the graduate program at The
University of Houston Creative Writing Program. He has also participated at the University of
Massachusetts Amhert’s MFA Program for Writers and Poets and was the inaugural judge of the
White Crane/James White Poetry for Excellence in Gay Men’s Poetry. In the fall of 2009, he
joined the faculty at Rutgers University in New Brunswick, New Jersey.
PUBLICATION & AWARDS—Mark Doty’s poems have appeared in a multitude of
magazines. His book Fire to Fire: New and Selected Poems, won the National Book Award for
Poetry in 2008. He has also published several volumes of nonfiction prose, among them
Firebird which tells the story of his childhood in the American South and in Arizona, and Dog
Years (a New York Times bestseller in 2007), a memoir of the lives of two of his dogs who Doty
had while dealing with the death of his partner and the devastation of 9-11.

IN HIS OWN WORDS— Mark Doty
Because the golden egg gleamed in my basket once, though my childhood became an immense
sheet of darkening water I was Noah, and I was his ark, and there were two of every animal
inside me.
Intimacy, says the phenomenologist Gaston Bachelard, is the highest value. I resist this
statement at first. What about artistic achievement, or moral courage, or heroism, or altruistic
acts, or work in the cause of social change? What about wealth or accomplishment? And yet
something about it rings true, finally—that what we want is to be brought into relationship, to be
inside, within. Perhaps it’s true that nothing matters more to us than that.
I am happy to be called a gay writer because I want gay readers to find me. But I am not willing
to stop there, since the whole point of literature is that we can enter into it without being like the
person who made it. If we only read people like ourselves then the whole project is voided; there
is no possibility of the imaginative empathy upon which literature is founded. So I am determined
to have it both ways! So far, so good.
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Tie Lien Hue

Our last poet of the month, Li Qinghai, had everything. Riches beyond imagination. An
advanced education (for a woman in ancient times no less) that would rival any modern
equivalent. She and her husband, Zhao, were soul mates despite their arranged marriage. They
lived in a beautiful land, and together amassed an art collection of staggering beauty and value.
Li Qingzhao was fulfilled, joyous. She wrote love poems to Zhao, and he to her. After losing
everything, including her husband, Li Qingzhao continued to write poems—"so what that plates
and cups are crude."
Tieh Lien Hua
(Butterflies Linger Over Flowers)
The long night drags—thin joy
What use dreaming of Ch’iang-an
Comparing how things used to be?
This spring is lovely
These flowers too play with moonbeams among the shadows
So what the plates and cups are crude
The wine is good, the plums sour
The way I like them
A bit drunk, I stick some blossoms in my hair—don’t laugh!
Pity spring, it, like me, will grow old too!
—by Li Qingzhao
(translated from Chinese by Julie Landau)
連華
漫漫的長夜拖- 薄喜悅
夢想著有什麼用長安一
比較東西曾經是如何？
今年春天是可愛的
這些花太玩月光之影
那麼是什麼盤子和杯子是原油
這酒好，李子酸
我喜歡他們的方式
有點醉了，我堅持我的頭髮有些盛開-鴕鳥政策笑！
可惜的春天，這和我一樣，也會變老
FOOTNOTES
Ch’ang-an is an ancient capital of more than ten dynasties in Chinese history, today known as
Xi’an. Ch’ang-an literally means “Perpetual Peace” in Classical Chinese. Did you know there are
at least 1,000 craters on the planet Venus and that all of them are named after women? One is
named for Li Qingzhao. You might find yourself listed at:
www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_craters_on_Venus

POET NOTES
Li Qingzhao (1084-C. 1155) is indisputably the most brilliant woman writer in Chinese history.
She was born into a Chinese family known for literary talent and service to the emperor. In the
end days of the Northern Song Dynasty in the early 1100s, she was a highly educated woman,
instructed in Chinese history and literature, calligraphy, painting, and music. She was a master of
the form of lyrical poetry that was set to music, writing with emotional intensity and
unconventional language. Always challenging herself with difficult rhymes and variations in
meter, Li produced poems that revealed her great talent for diction and natural voice.
Li Qingzhao's poetry was originally published in seven volumes of shi (traditional poetry) and
prose, plus six volumes of ci (lyrics composed to be set to existing popular music). About 50 and
17 shi survive. Today’s poem is an example of ci poetry.
Li Qingzhao's poetry was well known even before her marriage in 1101 to a student, Zhao
Mingcheng (1081-1129) with whom she amassed an immense collection of Chinese antiquities.
She and her husband shared a love of poetry and often wrote poems for each other. The couple
lived in a turbulent period in Chinese history when half of China was lost to conquerors and two
emperors were taken into captivity never to return to China. As the fighting reached their
province, Li and Zhao were forced to flee their home, knowing they could not take all of their
vast collection of with them—much of it was destroyed. Zhao died in 1129 en route to an official
post. The death of her husband was a cruel stroke from which she never recovered. However, Li
Qingzhao continued to write beautiful poetry!

Portrait of Li Qingzhao by artist Zhou Sicong
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